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August 9, 2010 
 
Via Email to rule-comments@sec.gov 
 
Elizabeth M. Murphy, Secretary 
Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F. Street, NE 
Washington, D.C., 20549-1090 
 
Re:   Comments on Release No. 34-62174; File No. S7-11-10 - Consolidated Audit Trail Rule 613 
 
Dear Ms. Murphy, 
 
FTEN, Inc. ("FTEN")1

 

 appreciates the opportunity to comment on File No. S7-11-10 - Consolidated Audit Trail 
Rule 613 (the "Rule") under consideration by the Securities and Exchange Commission (the "SEC"). 

Today's financial markets are so advanced that regulators are no longer able to comprehend what happens in a 
timely enough manner to manage systemic risk. A regulatory tool such as that envisioned by the SEC in the 
Consolidated Audit Trail ("CAT") can no longer be viewed as "nice to have" but is clearly a "must have" tool to 
manage systemic risk. In this context, it is critical that the SEC strike the appropriate balance regarding: 
 

 EXPEDITIOUS ACTION - The industry must act quickly to safeguard the integrity and viability 
of our financial markets. It should pursue solutions already in use by major market participants to 
empower regulators to act immediately. 
 

 MORE EFFECTIVE RISK MITIGATION - The efforts that have been expended to date to try 
to understand the May 6th "flash crash" highlight the lack of cross-market transparency, 
accountability and control.  
 

 AVOID UNNECESSARY ECONOMIC BURDEN - A "Greenfield"2 or "Bespoke"3

 

 approach to 
developing CAT will result in a de facto tax on the financial industry at a time when it can't 
afford it - this approach will take the longest time, cost the most to develop, and will likely fail. 

Therefore, in the context of a regulatory tool like CAT it is critical to bear the following in mind: 
 

 Currently available commercial systems are capable of immediately accomplishing CAT goals of 
real-time cross-market transparency, accountability and control with no implementation risk and 
for far less than the estimated multi-billion dollar price tag;  

                                                 
1 As an independent third party technology solutions provider, FTEN enables prime brokers, clearing firms, broker-dealers, hedge funds, 
proprietary trading groups, exchanges, alternative trading systems and regulators to achieve greater access, speed and control through 
scalable, low-latency routing, real-time intraday systemic risk management, surveillance, compliance and market data services (see 
http://www.securitiesindustry.com/issues/19_100/-23702-1.html?zkPrintable=true). On October 30, 2008, FTEN announced a strategic 
consortium minority investment in the company by Merrill Lynch, Goldman Sachs, J.P. Morgan, and Credit Suisse to facilitate FTEN's 
initiatives to redefine global financial securities systemic risk management, surveillance and compliance (See 
http://www.wallstreetandtech.com/financial-risk-management/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=211800273). 
2 PC Magazine defines a "Greenfield" development project as one undertaken without leveraging existing systems or resources - see  
http://www.pcmag.com/encyclopedia_term/0,2542,t=greenfield&i=43956,00.asp 
3 TechTerms defines "Bespoke" as software custom developed for a specific purpose - see http://www.techterms.com/definition/bespoke 

http://www.ften.com/
mailto:rule-comments@sec.gov
http://www.securitiesindustry.com/issues/19_100/-23702-1.html?zkPrintable=true
http://www.wallstreetandtech.com/financial-risk-management/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=211800273
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 The industry cannot afford to finance a multi-billion dollar project when the economy is still 

reeling from the 2008 financial crisis4

 
; 

 Most large-scale Greenfield / Bespoke development projects involve significant time and cost 
overruns; and 
 

 The opportunity presented by CAT should be leveraged to bring additional efficiencies and 
benefits to the financial markets as further described below. 
 
 

I. DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES ON A CONSOLIDATED AUDIT TRAIL 
 
CAT is intended to be a powerful regulatory tool to collect real-time financial securities order and execution 
information throughout the life cycle of transactions regardless of trading systems used or liquidity destinations 
accessed. The SEC desires to use CAT to more effectively surveil and protect U.S. equities and options markets by 
quickly identifying and reacting to inappropriate activities and abuses by market participants. In addition, the plan is 
for CAT to be leveraged by each member of the CAT consortium5

 

 for their own risk management, surveillance and 
compliance. In this manner, CAT could help fulfill critical systemic regulatory functions that are necessary for 
numerous reasons, including the following:    

 Financial markets are much more complex, inter-related and faster than ever before; 
 

 Access to the financial markets is easier than ever before (with lower capital requirements and 
barriers to entry) and the velocity and complexity of trading practices is constantly increasing; 
 

 There is incredible pressure to reduce latencies and risk controls in order to increase transaction 
speeds and improve revenues; 
 

 Outdated tools used by regulators today were designed decades ago for a much different market 
structure – in many respects regulators are essentially "running blind"; 
 

 Regulators desire a solution to address current market conditions and to also provide flexibility to 
accommodate future innovations so that markets can continue to thrive; and 
 

 Regulators desire a solution that can automatically detect and react to inappropriate activities and 
abuses so they can more effectively deploy resources - if much of what staff investigate today 
could be captured and evaluated automatically in real-time, regulators could better deploy 
resources to look for new sources of inappropriate behavior and abuse rather than struggling to 
keep pace using antiquated tools. 
 

  

                                                 
4 There is no “budget” to finance CAT - the ultimate cost will be borne by individual investors since it represents new costs not offset by new 
revenues - it will be recouped by increased transaction costs and the resulting de facto tax on market activity could jeopardize the 
competiveness and viability of capital markets at the very time they should be the "engine" powering the road to economic recovery. 
5 The CAT consortium is comprised of the nine "national securities exchanges" (as defined in SEC Rule 600(a)(45) of Regulation NMS as 
any exchange registered pursuant to Section 6 of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78f). 17 CFR 242.600(a)(45)) and FINRA as the only current 
"national securities association" (as defined in Rule 600(a)(44) of Regulation NMS as any association of brokers and dealers registered 
pursuant to Section 15A of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-3). 17 CFR 242.600(a)(44)). 
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There are two potential approaches to CAT: 

 Greenfield / Bespoke Approach – As proposed in the initial Rule filing, the SEC could mandate a 
custom developed CAT system and require that all trading systems and order pathways be 
modified to capture trade data at each step in the process and transmit data in real-time as 
specified to CAT. However, as more fully explained below, the vast majority of existing financial 
industry infrastructure consists of disparate systems which are involved in a variety of different 
processes related to trade flow but which do not interoperate or "speak" to one another in a way 
that would tolerate such changes and would therefore be prohibitively difficult and expensive to 
modify. The necessary cost to develop the requisite new infrastructure to capture, enrich and 
deliver data to CAT (aka “feeding the CAT”) as well as infrastructure for the storage and analysis 
of CAT data (which would include market data, order flow data, execution data, allocation data 
and clearing data) would be analogous in magnitude to the costs that led to abandonment of the 
worldwide T+1 / Straight-Through-Processing ("STP") initiative in 2004.6

 

 For these reasons, a 
Greenfield / Bespoke approach to CAT is neither in the best interest of financial markets nor in 
the best interest of individual investors.  

 

                    Figure 1 - Depiction of the Complexity of a                              Figure 2 - Depiction of the Simplicity 
                                         Greenfield / Bespoke Approach                                                                 of an Iterative Approach 

 
 

Iterative Approach - The SEC should leverage already deployed and commercially available 
solutions that are in production use today by major market participants to immediately achieve 
CAT goals of real-time cross-market transparency, accountability and control. An iterative 
approach would leverage existing systems to capture order and execution data in real-time from 
liquidity destinations (exchanges, ECNs, ATSs and dark pools) and "map" the data back to 
original trade submissions by market participants without requiring integration with, or changes 
to, market participant systems or to liquidity destination systems and without modifying existing 
order flow. As further described in Section VI below7

                                                 
6 In 2004, the lack of financial industry support for the worldwide T+1 / STP initiative because of high costs versus perceived benefits led to 
abandonment of the initiative notwithstanding significant potential systemic benefits to the marketplace. 

, having real-time cross-market access to 
"Liquidity Destination Data" and "Market Participant Data" (as such terms are defined in Section 
VI) would put regulators light years ahead of where they are today and provide them with real-
time cross-market transparency, accountability and control. 

7 See Section VI below - CAPABILITIES AND BENEFITS OF READILY DEPLOYABLE AND COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE 
ITERATIVE SOLUTIONS. 
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o Iterative Phase I - Real-Time Cross-Market Liquidity Destination Data: Aggregating, 
normalizing and analyzing real-time cross-market data directly from liquidity 
destinations (i.e., exchanges, ECNs, ATSs and dark pools) in their native formats without 
requiring them to change how they do business would give regulators immediate 100% 
real-time visibility into cross-market orders and executions by High-Frequency 
Trading ("HFT") firms8- a high priority group estimated to account for as much as 
73% of today's market volume. 9
 

 

 
 

o Iterative Phase II - Real-Time Market Participant Data: Adding the capability to capture 
real-time electronic drop copies of initial order requests (and related executions) when 
they are first received by each market participant would enable regulators to evaluate best 
execution for orders. All that would be needed from market participants would be for 
them to deliver real-time electronic drop copies of contemplated orders and resulting 
executions in whatever form they already use without requiring them to change how they 
do business. To minimize the amount of disruption to market participants during Phase II, 
information regarding intermediate processes (e.g., Smart Order Routers, VWAP, etc.)  
within an organization would not be required to be reported yet, but rather, only initial 
order requests received by the market participant and related executions. 
 

o Iterative Phase III - End-of-Day OATS / OTS / COATS Data Format Submissions: In 
Phase III, market participants would be required to deliver information regarding 
intermediate processes (e.g., Smart Order Routers, VWAP, etc.) omitted in Phase II. 

                                                 
8 High Frequency Trading ("HFT") firms generally access markets directly to minimize latency so there are no intermediary steps between 
HFT orders and liquidity destinations so  real-time review of liquidity destination information would provide 100% coverage for HFT trading.  
9 See SEC Proposed Rule: Large Trader Reporting System at http://www.sec.gov/rules/proposed/2010/34-61908.pdf 

http://www.sec.gov/rules/proposed/2010/34-61908.pdf
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Adding this supplementary data at end-of-day by leveraging familiar OATS / OTS / 
COATS data format structures would enable more efficient deployment of regulatory 
resources to pursue apparent inappropriate behavior and abuses. 
 

o Iterative Phase IV - Additional Functionality: CAT could be enhanced to provide 
additional functionality and to accommodate new regulatory objectives. For example, 
CAT could provide real-time risk management and counter-party awareness to address 
SEC Rule 15c3-5 Market Access concerns like naked / sponsored access, help resolve 
allocation issues, serve as a real-time conduit to coordinate "circuit breaker" responses 
across markets and asset classes, address objectives of the SEC Large Trader Reporting 
System, serve as an industry-wide securities master file, and serve as a framework to be 
leveraged by other regulatory agencies (e.g., the new Office of Financial Research or 
"OFR"  as well as the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission or "CFTC") to 
avoid unnecessary duplication of effort and potential regulatory fragmentation. Done 
correctly, CAT could even help firms enhance their internal operational efficiencies 
thereby strengthening the competitiveness and viability of our financial markets and 
helping to restore individual investor confidence.  
 

 
 

         To learn how this schedule is possible see Sections VI and VII below 
 

 
 
II. ITERATIVE REGULATORY REFORMS CAN ACCOMPLISH GOALS WITHOUT DAMAGING 

ECONOMIC RECOVERY 
 
There is general widespread support for efforts by the SEC and other domestic and international regulators to 
implement measures to help control systemic risk and ensure the financial stability of markets. However, there is 
equal concern that imprudent policy decisions and / or misguided implementation efforts could adversely impact 
needed economic recovery.10

                                                 
10 See Washington Post article entitled "Systemic Risk Theory Gains in Stature as Way To Prevent Next Bubble" at 

 Even before the recent enactment of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform Act, the 
number and scope of pending regulatory reforms in the U.S. alone were daunting. It is understandable why 
organizations such as the International Monetary Fund ("IMF") and the Switzerland-based Bank for International 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/07/26/AR2010072603338.html  

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/07/26/AR2010072603338.html
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Settlement ("BIS") highlight the need for prudent policymaking11

 

 given the tremendous economic burden that 
pending regulatory initiatives could entail. Examples of such burdens include: 

 The SEC estimates that CAT Rule 613 will cost $4 Billion in year one and $2.1 Billion per year 
thereafter;12

 
 

 SEC Market Access Rule 15c3-5 is estimated to cost between $100 Million to $2 Billion in year 
one and $100 Million to $2 Billion per year thereafter;13

 
 

 The Financial Information Forum ("FIF") estimates that the cost of the SEC 's proposed Large 
Trader Reporting System (SEC File Number S7-‐10-‐10) would range from $30 Million to $750 
Million annually;14

 
 

 The cost of complying with Basel III internationally has been estimated at $100 million per 
bank;15

 
 and 

 Deloitte has estimated that the annual cost of implementing risk governance frameworks at the 
world’s leading 100 financial institutions will exceed $100 Billion in 2012.16

 
 

Michael Lynch, head of execution services for the Americas at Bank of America Merrill Lynch, was quoted in a 
recent Traders Magazine interview as saying "The biggest issue for us is that there are so many things in flux from a 
regulatory perspective. We'd be encouraged if the SEC narrowed their focus to the most pressing issues."17

 

 For 
these reasons, regulatory reforms such as CAT should be critically analyzed to ensure they provide maximum 
benefit at minimum cost and with minimal delay in order to ensure the continued viability of financial markets 
without creating unwanted threats to economic recovery.  

 
III. ITERATIVE SOLUTIONS ARE THE BEST WAY TO ACCOMPLISH REAL-TIME, CROSS-MARKET 

RISK MANAGEMENT AND SURVEILLANCE AS NECESSARY FOR THE INDUSTRY TO 
CONTINUE TO ENJOY THE BENEFITS OF ELECTRONIC TRADING WITHOUT SUBJECTING 
FINANCIAL MARKETS TO UNACCEPTABLE SYSTEMIC RISK EXPOSURE 

 
Chairman Schapiro highlighted the need for real-time risk management and surveillance in her May 20, 2010 
testimony before the Subcommittee on Securities, Insurance, and Investment of the United States Senate Committee 
on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs when she testified that: 
 

"One of the challenges we face in recreating the events of May 6 is the reality that the 
technologies used for market oversight and surveillance have not kept pace with the technology 
and trading patterns of the rapidly evolving and expanding securities markets. There are 
mechanisms already in place to coordinate surveillance among markets. For example, the 
Intermarket Surveillance Group provides a framework for the sharing of information and the 
coordination of regulatory efforts among exchanges trading securities and related products to 

                                                 
11 Ibid. 
12 See proposed SEC Consolidated Audit Trail Rule 613 filing at www.sec.gov/rules/proposed/2010/34-62174.pdf 
13 See proposed SEC Market Access Rule 15c3-5 filing at http://www.sec.gov/rules/proposed/2010/34-61379.pdf and related Comment 
Letters at http://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-03-10/s70310.shtml 
14 See FIF Comment Letter regarding proposed Large Trader Reporting System at http://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-10-10/s71010-78.pdf 
15 See http://www.information-management.com/news/basel_data_modeling-10018034-1.html 
16 See http://www.deloitte.com/print/en_GB/uk/industries/financial-services/5d3a9564c6da6210VgnVCM200000bb42f00aRCRD.htm# 
17 See http://www.tradersmagazine.com/news/bank-of-america-merrill-lynch-high-frequency-trading-circuit-breakers-algos-106130-1.html 

http://www.sec.gov/rules/proposed/2010/34-62174.pdf
http://www.sec.gov/rules/proposed/2010/34-61379.pdf
http://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-03-10/s70310.shtml
http://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-10-10/s71010-78.pdf
http://www.information-management.com/news/basel_data_modeling-10018034-1.html
http://www.deloitte.com/print/en_GB/uk/industries/financial-services/5d3a9564c6da6210VgnVCM200000bb42f00aRCRD.htm
http://www.tradersmagazine.com/news/bank-of-america-merrill-lynch-high-frequency-trading-circuit-breakers-algos-106130-1.html
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address potential intermarket manipulations and trading abuses. However, audit trail 
requirements vary between markets, resulting in a lack of current, readily accessible securities 
order and execution data. Today's fast, electronic, and interconnected markets demand a robust 
consolidated audit trail and execution tracking system."18

 
 (emphasis added) 

Chairman Gensler of the CFTC similarly highlighted the impact of changes in technology when he testified at the 
same hearing that: 
 

"Futures market trading until recent years largely was transacted through open outcry among 
participants physically standing on the exchange trading floor. Today, 88 percent of futures and 
options trading on the CME is done electronically. The E-Mini contract is 100 percent electronic. 
The move from trading on the floor of an exchange to electronic trading introduced significant 
changes in trading methods. These include algorithmic trading, automated execution and 
electronic market making."19

 
 

The Financial Markets Group of the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago published a report on March 1, 2010 entitled 
"Controlling Risk in a Lightning-Speed Trading Environment" which included an analysis of benefits and concerns 
associated with electronic trading. The report stated that: 
 

"There is evidence that high-frequency algorithmic trading also has some positive benefits for 
investors by narrowing spreads - the difference between the price at which a buyer is willing to 
purchase a financial instrument and the price at which a seller is willing to sell it - and by 
increasing liquidity at each decimal point. However, a major issue for regulators and 
policymakers is the extent to which high-frequency trading, unfiltered sponsored access, and co-
location amplify risks, including systemic risk, by increasing the speed at which trading errors or 
fraudulent trades can occur."20

 
 

A recent study by the Global Association of Risk Professionals ("GARP") entitled "Risk Management Systems in 
the Aftermath of the Financial Crisis - Flaws, Fixes and Future Plans" noted that most firms do not perform risk 
management until the end-of-day even though risk professionals largely agree that they should have real-time risk 
controls.21 Similarly, a recent survey by the Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association ("SIFMA") 
indicated that while 83% of SIFMA members believe that increased transparency is necessary to guard against 
systemic risk, only 53% of firms have any real-time risk management systems in place.22 Even before recent events 
such as the "flash crash" of May 6th, Oliver Wyman noted that "confidence in the risk management practices of 
financial institutions is [at the] lowest point in a generation."23

 
 And a recent related blog post stated that: 

"Exchanges, ECNs, brokers, traders and regulators all must take an intelligent approach to 
monitoring and surveillance in order to prevent rogue trades and fat fingers. Transparency is the 
key. Regulators in the U.S. and Europe are concerned about the lack of transparency in markets 
where high frequency algorithmic trading takes place, as well as in dark pools….The detection of 
abusive patterns or fat fingered mistakes must happen in real-time, ideally before it has a chance 
to move the market. This approach should be taken on board not just by regulators, but by the 
industry as a whole."24

                                                 
18 See 

 

http://banking.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=Files.View&FileStore_id=441e3fe8-f296-4535-a050-99fe05eb735b 
19 See http://banking.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=Files.View&FileStore_id=310c98ed-76c6-42d3-9b62-1d4e71f472c0  
20 See http://www.chicagofed.org/webpages/publications/chicago_fed_letter/2010/march_272.cfm 
21 See http://www.allbusiness.com/technology/software-services-applications-information/14820531-1.html 
22 See http://it.tmcnet.com/news/2010/07/26/4919613.htm 
23 See http://www.oliverwyman.com/ow/pdf_files/OW_Eng_FS_Publ_2008_POV1_Risk_Governance.pdf 
24 Supra Note 22. 

http://banking.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=Files.View&FileStore_id=441e3fe8-f296-4535-a050-99fe05eb735b
http://banking.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=Files.View&FileStore_id=310c98ed-76c6-42d3-9b62-1d4e71f472c0
http://www.chicagofed.org/webpages/publications/chicago_fed_letter/2010/march_272.cfm
http://www.oliverwyman.com/ow/pdf_files/OW_Eng_FS_Publ_2008_POV1_Risk_Governance.pdf
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One of the key difficulties in deploying an effective real-time risk management, surveillance and compliance system 
is the fact that relevant data comes from multiple liquidity destinations, is processed via a multitude of disparate 
trading systems and is stored in siloed data bases. As noted in the GARP survey, "data silos make it difficult to run 
queries or risk calculations across a single office, much less a global enterprise." This is due to the fact that: 
 

"Over the last 20 years, risk management has moved from spreadsheets to relational databases to 
specialized risk systems. During the same time, the financial services industry has seen waves of 
mergers and acquisitions. And simultaneously new risk systems were developed for different 
types of risk - credit, market, operational and, more recently, liquidity risk. In addition, global 
firms were extending the reach of their systems from instruments or trading desks to an enterprise 
view or global positions. Individual databases implemented as point solutions over time do not 
add up to a single, reliable integrated source of information." 25

 
 

Integration for the majority of market participants remains such a widespread problem that if risk a manager 
requests real-time integrated risk management capabilities they are often told it will take three years to develop26

 

 - 
that's three years to develop internal capabilities not intended for market-wide use. The GARP survey indicated that: 

"A major part of the problem stems from the sequential way risk systems were implemented over 
the years with data distributed to each point of risk analysis, making it difficult to arrive at a 
single data definition - much less result - across systems. The original problem has been 
compounded by the subsequent approach to system enhancements. Rather than asking what users 
need, firms look at their existing IT infrastructure and ask what they can bolt on to improve the 
results. In the end, they are making systems more complicated and approaching a point of 
paralysis."27

 
 (emphasis added) 

A report issued by The Senior Supervisors Group, comprised of senior financial supervisors from the U.S., Canada, 
France, Germany, Japan, Switzerland and the U.K. ("The Senior Supervisors Group"), noted the following in 
connection with their review of risk management practices that required improvement after the 2008 banking crisis: 
 

"Firms are constrained in their ability to effectively aggregate and monitor exposures across 
counterparties, businesses, risk strands, and other dimensions because of ineffective information 
technology and supporting infrastructure….Many firms, in their self-assessment submissions and 
in subsequent discussions, said they are making considerable investments in risk management 
infrastructure. Many projects, however, are in the planning stages or in the infancy of execution, 
with significant work remaining. One challenge to improving risk management systems has been 
poor integration resulting from multiple mergers and acquisitions. One firm suggested that 
acquisitions over the years have produced an environment in which static data are largely 
disaggregated. Another firm echoed this view, reporting that certain products and lines of 
business have not been included in data aggregation and analysis processes. A third firm reported 
that having two systems for the same business results in duplication of processes."28

 
 

 

                                                 
25 Supra Note 21. 
26 Ibid. 
27 Ibid. 
28 See http://www.financialstabilityboard.org/publications/r_0910a.pdf?noframes=1 

http://www.financialstabilityboard.org/publications/r_0910a.pdf?noframes=1
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IV. AN ITERATIVE APPROACH TO THE CONSOLIDATED AUDIT TRAIL WOULD SIGNIFICANTLY 
IMPROVE THE TECHNOLOGY AND CAPABILITIES AVAILABLE TO REGULATORS AND TO 
MARKET PARTICIPANTS 

 
In her opening statement at the SEC Open Meeting on the Consolidated Audit Trail, Chairman Mary Schapiro 
stated that: 
 

"The technology for collecting data and surveilling our markets is often as much as two decades 
behind the technology currently used by those we regulate. As a result, there is an intense need 
for regulators to have efficient access to a far more robust and effective cross-market order and 
execution tracking system."29

Existing regulatory surveillance capabilities such as SEC Electronic Blue Sheets ("EBS"), FINRA's Order Audit 
Trail System ("OATS") and NYSE Order Tracking System ("OTS") were developed decades ago - as a result they 
fail to take advantage of recent developments in technology and are overly cumbersome to use.

 

30 This presents an 
opportunity, as noted by Rahm Emanuel - President Obama's White House Chief of Staff, to "never let a serious 
crisis go to waste….it's an opportunity to do things you couldn't do before."31 The current environment for 
regulatory reform presents a unique opportunity to move beyond "past practices" and embrace "best practices" like 
cloud computing. Cloud computing has been defined by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, 
Information Technology Laboratory ("NIST") as "a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a 
shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that 
can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction."32 Cloud 
computing presents such a powerful technological advancement that it is projected to surpass the Internet in 
importance.33

A recent Securities Technology Monitor article summarized the benefits of cloud computing for risk management as 
follows: 

 

"Finally, real-time risk management is becoming more of a possibility with the furtherance of a 
pervasive global network of almost unlimited bandwidth and with massively parallel, almost 
unlimited computing capabilities. This takes the form of shared facilities available on demand in 
the form of computational utilities provided as a service, referred to as cloud 
computing….Whether obtained for individual firms or for collectives of shared and 
interconnected networks it is a simple thought to contemplate that armed with such capability an 
industry participant could see and calculate the amount of risk building up in real time with a 
counterparty or a market regulator could catch an errant trade or waves or trades before it became 
a problem."34

A Brookings Institute Governance Study report stated that "combined with cross platform accessibility, scalability 
and reliability, there is a strong argument for the federal government to place greater emphasis on cloud solutions. 

 

                                                 
29 See www.sec.gov/news/speech/2010/spch052610mls-audit.htm 
30 In a deposition taken in the investigation of the Madoff ponzi scheme, a senior SEC representative's response to questioning regarding the 
usefulness of OATS and OTS stated, "I can tell you we [the SEC] are always hesitant to get audit trail data because it can be tremendously 
voluminous and difficult to deal with and is a huge resource issue for us. It takes a ton of time.” (See page 433 of transcripts available at 
http://graphics8.nytimes.com/packages/images/nytint/docs/exhibits-from-secs-madoff-investigation/original.pdf) 
31 See http://online.wsj.com/article/NA_WSJ_PUB:SB123310466514522309.html 
32 A more detailed analysis of cloud computing is provided in the NIST "Presentation on Effectively and Securely Using the Cloud 
Computing Paradigm" available at http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/SNS/cloud-computing/cloud-computing-v26.ppt 
33 See http://www.cio.com/article/599026/Cloud_Computing_Will_Surpass_the_Internet_in_Importance 
34 See http://www.securitiestechnologymonitor.com/reports/22_4/-24739-1.html 

http://www.sec.gov/news/speech/2010/spch052610mls-audit.htm
http://graphics8.nytimes.com/packages/images/nytint/docs/exhibits-from-secs-madoff-investigation/original.pdf
http://online.wsj.com/article/NA_WSJ_PUB:SB123310466514522309.html
http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/SNS/cloud-computing/cloud-computing-v26.ppt
http://www.cio.com/article/599026/Cloud_Computing_Will_Surpass_the_Internet_in_Importance
http://www.securitiestechnologymonitor.com/reports/22_4/-24739-1.html
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Clouds bring convenience, efficiency, and connectability that are vital to government agencies."35

 

 The Brookings 
report went on to state that: 

"Cloud computing has the potential to produce an explosion in creativity, diversity, and 
democratization predicated on creating ubiquitous access to high-powered computing resources. 
By freeing users from being tied to desktop computers and specific geographic locations, clouds 
revolutionize the manner in which people, businesses, and governments may undertake basic 
computational and communication tasks. In addition, clouds enable organizations to scale up or 
down to the level of needed service so that people can optimize their needed capacity. Fifty-eight 
percent of private sector information technology executives anticipate that cloud computing will 
cause a radical shift in IT and forty-seven percent say they’re already using it or actively 
researching it."36

 
 

In a Wall Street and Technology article entitled "Aiming for the Clouds," David Reilly, Morgan Stanley's CIO of 
enterprise infrastructure, says in the context of cloud computing that "the provision of accurate risk information 
always was, and over the last year has become even more of, a priority for us and the industry as a whole."37

 

 The 
nimbleness and flexibility afforded by cloud computing will be important as the industry moves forward with 
implementation of financial regulatory reform. Larry Neumann, SVP at Solace Systems, summarized the situation 
in a Tabb Forum posting entitled "Financial Reform is Just Beginning": 

"The key for the banks will be in becoming more nimble and adjusting as the rules and 
regulations change and morph over the next several years. About a decade ago, corporate agility 
was at the forefront of business requirements, primarily because business opportunities were 
changing so quickly that firms with inflexible systems were being left in the dust. More recently 
cutting costs for higher profits has been in vogue, but we will almost certainly see corporate 
agility (probably disguised as some new buzzword) move back up the priority charts as a result of 
the Dodd-Frank Act."38

 
 

 
V. AN ITERATIVE APPROACH TO THE CONSOLIDATED AUDIT TRAIL WOULD ENABLE THE SEC 

TO BE A LEADER IN FOSTERING COOPERATION AMONG REGULATORS 
 
The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform Act (the "Act") calls for the creation of the OFR within the U.S. Treasury 
Department with responsibility for standardizing the scope and format of data collected by members of the 
Financial Stability Oversight Council (the "Council")39 on behalf of the Council, including financial transaction data 
and position data. The Act calls for the creation of a data center within the OFR to collect and publish financial data 
on behalf of the Council; this data center will have the power to “collect, validate and maintain” all data necessary 
to carry out the duties of the OFR.40

                                                 
35 See 

 Given the broad data gathering and analysis mandate of the OFR, the SEC's 
endorsement of a data cloud approach to CAT could position the SEC as a leader in introducing efficiencies into 
regulatory reform that provide domestic and international agencies with the flexibility to consider similarly 

http://www.brookings.edu/papers/2010/0407_cloud_computing_west.aspx 
36 Ibid. 
37 See http://www.wallstreetandtech.com/it-infrastructure/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=220301314 
38 See http://www.tabbforum.com/channels/regulatory 
39 E.g., members of the Council include the U.S. Treasury Department, Federal Reserve, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, Bureau of 
Consumer Financial Protection, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Federal Housing Finance Agency, National Credit Union 
Administration, Federal Insurance Office, SEC and CFTC. 
40 See Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP Memorandum entitled "Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act - Preliminary 
Assessment of Provisions Effective Immediately or Very Soon After Enactment" at http://www.davispolk.com/files/Publication/45ad4c88-
8216-4efc-8e9c-6ecca08084a8/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/9a947ba9-a1ac-459b-9a34-70448c7035ea/072110_effective.pdf 

http://www.brookings.edu/papers/2010/0407_cloud_computing_west.aspx
http://www.wallstreetandtech.com/it-infrastructure/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=220301314
http://www.tabbforum.com/channels/regulatory
http://www.davispolk.com/files/Publication/45ad4c88-8216-4efc-8e9c-6ecca08084a8/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/9a947ba9-a1ac-459b-9a34-70448c7035ea/072110_effective.pdf
http://www.davispolk.com/files/Publication/45ad4c88-8216-4efc-8e9c-6ecca08084a8/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/9a947ba9-a1ac-459b-9a34-70448c7035ea/072110_effective.pdf
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leveraging data cloud capabilities to avoid regulatory fragmentation and unnecessary duplication of effort. This 
approach is consistent with comments made by Robert Cook, director of the SEC Division of Trading and Markets, 
at the July 15, 2010 SIFMA Regulatory Reform Summit where he told the audience that the SEC's goal is to create 
an integrated regulatory structure that will facilitate collaboration among regulators.41

 

 The SEC's use of a real-time 
data cloud approach for CAT would also enable the OFR, CFTC and other appropriate agencies to leverage the 
time-to-market and cost benefits of cloud solutions to achieve their independent regulatory objectives at an 
accelerated rate and on economically advantageous terms.    

The Financial Markets Group of the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago summarized the need for cooperation among 
regulators to avoid a flight of liquidity to less stringent venues when it said: 
 

"Issues related to risk management of these technology dependent trading systems are numerous 
and complex and cannot be addressed in isolation within domestic financial markets. For 
example, placing limits on high frequency algorithmic trading or restricting unfiltered sponsored 
access and co-location within one jurisdiction may only drive trading firms to another jurisdiction 
where controls are less stringent."42

Efforts should be made to coordinate legislative efforts among domestic U.S. regulators as well as with international 
organizations

  

43

"It is vital that the regulatory developments in each country are, wherever possible, coordinated 
with international agencies to ensure that the large complex financial institutions affected are able 
to concentrate on implementing the risk and control changes which are really necessary to 
improve their individual governance and to strengthen the system’s financial stability."

 to ensure coordinated efforts for worldwide systemic risk management. Russell Collins, head of the 
UK financial services group at Deloitte, has stressed that: 

44

Adoption of a data cloud approach to real-time risk management, surveillance and compliance by the SEC and other 
regulators will address shortcomings cited by The Senior Supervisors Group with regard to improvement of data 
aggregation and peak processing capabilities necessary for effective risk management

 

45 and will go a long way 
toward accomplishing a key recommendation of the June 2010 SIFMA Systemic Risk Information Study, co-
sponsored by Deloitte, that "global collaboration and cooperation is essential for effective monitoring of systemic 
risk."46

 
 

 
VI. CAPABILITIES AND BENEFITS OF READILY DEPLOYABLE AND COMMERCIALLY 

AVAILABLE ITERATIVE SOLUTIONS 
 
The reaction within the financial services industry to the cost and feasibility of CAT has been largely negative due 
to pervasive difficulties in collecting, transmitting and managing data from numerous systems. To rely on the 
multiple sources, formats, processes and systems associated with order and execution information today within each 
market participant and among the numerous liquidity destinations make the SEC's proposed means of "feeding the 
CAT" cost prohibitive. While the CAT goals of achieving real-time transparency, accountability and control are 
                                                 
41 See http://www.capitolinterest.com/spotlight-on-sifma-regulatory-reform-summit.html 
42 Supra Note 20. 
43 E.g., Europe is in the process of setting up a European Systemic Risk Board, the BIS set up a Financial Stability Board and the IMF has 
proposed to serve a central role in ensuring systemic stability worldwide. See Supra Note 10. 
44 Supra Note 16. 
45 Supra Note 28. 
46 See http://www.deloitte.com/assets/Dcom-
UnitedStates/Local%20Assets/Documents/FSI/us_fsi_bs_SIFMASystemicRiskInformationStudyJune2010updated.pdf 

http://www.capitolinterest.com/spotlight-on-sifma-regulatory-reform-summit.html
http://www.deloitte.com/assets/Dcom-UnitedStates/Local%20Assets/Documents/FSI/us_fsi_bs_SIFMASystemicRiskInformationStudyJune2010updated.pdf
http://www.deloitte.com/assets/Dcom-UnitedStates/Local%20Assets/Documents/FSI/us_fsi_bs_SIFMASystemicRiskInformationStudyJune2010updated.pdf
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appropriate and necessary to manage systemic risk in today's market environment,47 the proposed Rule is viewed as 
a "record keeping nightmare" with associated compliance obligations that will become a major burden for market 
participants at a time when they are still trying to recover from the 2008 financial crisis.48

 

 As noted by Sapna Patel, 
head of market structure and liquidity strategy for the Americas at Morgan Stanley: 

"The feasibility of doing this in real-time could be an issue. While a consolidated audit trail is an 
important tool for regulators, the real-time aspects of collecting and providing this amount of 
information and data could be onerous from an implementation standpoint." 
 

FTEN suggests that the SEC authorize members of the CAT consortium, who will be the parties responsible for 
selecting the CAT "plan processor"49

 

, to select readily deployable and commercially available solutions in use today 
by market participants that accomplish CAT goals by means other than those articulated in the initial Rule filing.  

In today's market conditions, the combination of (i) high velocity trading, (ii) cross asset trading strategies, (iii) 
multi-venue trading strategies; and (iv) multiple prime broker relationships create a situation where "siloed" risk 
management, surveillance and compliance solutions (whether they are exchange-centric or trading platform-centric) 
are not effective and traditional next-day, end-of-day or even later-in-the-day approaches are not timely enough to 
guard against systemic exposure.  
 
For these reasons, the SEC should authorize CAT consortium members to select an iterative approach to CAT that 
leverages the following data cloud characteristics: 
 

 Aggregation - Without requiring any modifications to existing systems information should be 
aggregated as follows: 
 

o Liquidity Destination Data - Electronic copies of order and execution messages generated 
by liquidity destinations (i.e., exchanges, ECNs, ATSs and dark pools) should be 
submitted to a secure CAT data cloud simultaneously with transmission to market 
participants. 
 

o Market Participant Data - Electronic copies of order information submitted to and 
received from liquidity destinations by order entry systems should be submitted to a 
secure CAT data cloud simultaneously upon submission / receipt by the originating order 
entry system. 

 
This data should be collected in real-time using existing capabilities at both liquidity destinations 
and market participants in whatever form they already use without requiring them to change how 
they do business thereby substantially decreasing the time and risk associated with 
implementation of CAT. 
 

 Normalization - Liquidity destinations provide different record layouts, file formats, and 
symbologies as well as order entry, quote and market data protocols (e.g., at NASDAQ alone 
records can be in FIX, OUCH, ITCH, RASH and CTCI formats). And among market participants, 

                                                 
47 Reference Section III - ITERATIVE SOLUTIONS ARE THE BEST WAY TO ACCOMPLISH REAL-TIME, CROSS-MARKET RISK 
MANAGEMENT AND SURVEILLANCE AS NECESSARY FOR THE INDUSTRY TO CONTINUE TO ENJOY THE BENEFITS OF 
ELECTRONIC TRADING WITHOUT SUBJECTING FINANCIAL MARKETS TO UNACCEPTABLE SYSTEMIC RISK EXPOSURE. 
48 Reference Section II - ITERATIVE REGULATORY REFORMS CAN ACCOMPLISH GOALS WITHOUT DAMAGING ECONOMIC 
RECOVERY.  
49 As defined in17 CFR 242.600(55) 
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the use of even "standard" protocols (like the Financial Information eXchange or "FIX" protocol) 
means something different at each firm due to nonstandard implementations. This variety of 
symbologies, formats, order types and approaches - all determined by competition in a free 
market - "rings true" with the very definition of "capitalism"50 and fosters innovation, 
differentiation and improved market performance to the ultimate benefit of individual investors. 
The CAT data cloud system should normalize this disparate information via "mapping" 
algorithms to provide an integrated common version of the data (while maintaining the original 
formatted version of the data) to support real-time cross-market awareness.51

 
 

 Analysis - The normalized cross-market data should then be analyzed in real-time using 
"personalized attribute data" to identify transactions in which parties have an interest - either as 
the originating party or as a party-in-interest who is in the "potential chain of liability" but who 
may not have had knowledge of the transaction at the time of submission to the market.52

 
 

 Alerts / Actions - Based on analysis of the normalized cross market data, regulators and market 
participants should have alert / action options to support venue agnostic, trading system agnostic 
and clearing firm / broker-dealer agnostic risk management, surveillance and compliance. This 
approach would enable wrongdoing to be prevented and remedial actions to be taken in real-time 
before intraday market conditions exacerbate an undesirable situation. 
 

 Full Contextual Intelligent Retrieval - CAT data should be stored and managed in a manner that 
supports real-time retrieval without losing the full context within which transactions were 
consummated - i.e., all relevant data should be captured and retained so no details are lost by 
summarization. In this manner, relevant events preceding, contemporaneous with and subsequent 
to transactions can be ‘replayed’ by regulators thereby eliminating sole reliance on data supplied 
by market participants themselves. 

 
 
VII. FTEN'S AT-TRADE SECURE DATA CLOUD SYSTEM PROCESSES MORE REAL-TIME 

FINANCIAL SECURITIES RISK MANAGEMENT THAN ANY OTHER SYSTEM IN THE WORD 
 
The approach taken by FTEN in 2003 when it developed Intraday RiskXposure® - the technology architecture 
underlying the At-Trade secure data cloud system53

                                                 
50 Merriam-Webster defines capitalism as "an economic system characterized by private or corporate ownership of capital goods, by 
investments that are determined by private decision, and by prices, production, and the distribution of goods that are determined mainly by 
competition in a free market." See 

 - was to "whenever possible" rely on data and processes that 
already exist rather than requiring creation of new data sources or requiring changes to business practices. As noted 
in the 2004 Strategic White Paper entitled "Time Equals Risk" attached as Exhibit 1, this results in a situation where 
"Intraday RiskXposure™ does not introduce any latency into trade execution and does not require any systems 

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/capitalism 
51 It is critical for accurate risk management, surveillance and compliance that information be collected at the lowest possible level of 
granularity - i.e., directly from the source "whenever possible" to avoid potential loss of detail or context which can occur as a result of 
alteration or summarization. In addition, the original version of data should be retained for audit and potential evidentiary purposes.    
52 This analysis process is a critical differentiator from evaluating "market data" or "tick data" alone which shows broad market information 
but does not identify information directly applicable to any specific party. Detailed analysis of real-time data from liquidity destinations 
against user defined criteria can identify "personalized attribute data" to support risk management, surveillance and compliance in real-time 
for the original submitting party as well as parties in the "potential chain of liability" with regard to transactions about which they may have 
had no knowledge at the time of submission. This "personalized attribute data" can then be evaluated in the context of broader market 
information and, if desired, used as input to third-party systems for further processing and / or evaluation. 
53 FTEN's Intraday RiskXposure and At-Trade System architecture is subject to pending patent rights. USPTO Application No. 10/954,527. 

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/capitalism
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changes or any other assistance from client IT departments. It works by collecting actual execution data and 
mapping that information into an account hierarchy so clients can manage their true intraday risk firm wide."54

 
 

FTEN pioneered the use of real-time electronic drop copies of execution and order information from liquidity 
destinations in 2003. FTEN created the first real-time financial data cloud that provides market participants with 
real-time, market-wide transparency, accountability and control independent of which trading systems are used. 
FTEN has remained vigilant over the intervening years to ensure that market participants have continued access to 
the information necessary to support independent real-time risk management, surveillance and compliance 
systems.55

 
 

FTEN's At-Trade secure data cloud system already provides real-time, market-wide transparency, accountability 
and control on a private party basis for major market participant clients. FTEN is the largest processor of real-time 
financial securities risk management in the world - each trading day FTEN provides real-time risk management 
and surveillance for up to 17 Billion executed shares of U.S. equities / $150 Billion in risk calculations per day. 
A decision by the CAT consortium to use FTEN's At-Trade secure data cloud to satisfy CAT goals of real-time 
cross-market transparency, accountability and control would provide the following benefits: 
 

 Immediate Availability / No Implementation Risk - FTEN's At-Trade secure data cloud would 
provide immediate full market coverage (market participants are not required to change how they 
do business which ensures continued innovation and differentiation among market participants 
and liquidity destinations)  with no implementation risk (the system is fully distributed and 
designed to support market-wide coverage); 
 

 Full Cross-Market / Cross-Asset Coverage - FTEN's At-Trade secure data cloud was architected 
from inception to process in real-time all electronically traded securities and to incorporate 
information for all electronically reported securities (e.g., OTC derivatives and SWAPS) - it 
currently covers all securities under the jurisdiction of the SEC; 
 

 Facilitates Cooperation Among Regulators - FTEN's At-Trade secure data cloud would provide 
regulatory agencies with the flexibility to focus on their independent jurisdictional mandates 
while also facilitating cooperation, data sharing and potential "roll-up" of information between 
domestic U.S. regulators and / or international counterparts; and 
 

 Reduced Burden on Individual Investors - FTEN's At-Trade secure data cloud approach could be 
provided for a dramatically lower cost than that estimated by the SEC (the precise cost would 
depend on detailed system requirements, etc.) and would represent a new source of information 
available to market participants which could enable new products and services to be provided to 
market participants (opting in for such products and services would be entirely voluntary and 
subject to stringent confidentiality and data protection protocols) which could underwrite much, if 
not all, of the cost of CAT. 

 

                                                 
54 See 2004 Strategic White Paper attached as Exhibit 1.  
55 See 2006 FTEN Comment Letter to the SEC attached as Exhibit 2 in which FTEN objected to SR-NASD-2006-026 and SR-NASD-2006-
027 under which NASDAQ requested increases in fees charged for data necessary to support independent risk management, surveillance and 
compliance systems. The SEC ultimately ensured that fee increases did not imperil the availability of this necessary data. It should be noted 
that NASDAQ's recently proposed SR-NASDAQ-2010-089 (see http://www.sec.gov/rules/sro/nasdaq/2010/34-62564.pdf) would result in an 
increase in fees charged for NASDAQ Market Participant Identifiers ("MPIDs") necessary to support independent risk management, 
surveillance and compliance systems unlike other liquidity destinations which do not charge additional fees for such identifiers. 

http://www.sec.gov/rules/sro/nasdaq/2010/34-62564.pdf
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FTEN could deliver the iterative Phase I thru IV capabilities outlined in Section I above56

 

, in the following time 
frames by leveraging FTEN's commercially deployed At-Trade secure data cloud to satisfy CAT goals of real-time 
cross-market transparency, accountability and control. 

 
 

 
FTEN appreciates the opportunity to submit this Comment Letter in response to the SEC's proposed Rule 613 
Consolidated Audit trail (Release No. 34-62174; File No. S7-11-10).  
 
Sincerely, 

                                 
 
Ted Myerson    Doug Kittelsen          M. Gary LaFever, General Counsel & 
Chief Executive Officer   Chief Technology Officer        Chief Corporate Development Officer 
 
 
cc:  The Hon. Mary Schapiro, Chairman 

The Hon. Kathleen Casey, Commissioner 
The Hon. Elisse Walter, Commissioner 
The Hon. Luis Aguilar, Commissioner 
The Hon. Troy Paredes, Commissioner 
James Brigagliano, Deputy Director - Division of Trading and Markets 
David Shillman, Associate Director - Division of Trading and Markets 
Michael Gaw, Assistant Director - Division of Trading and Markets 
John Roeser, Assistant Director - Division of Trading and Markets 
Mark Donohue, Assistant Director - Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations 
John Polise, Assistant Director - Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations 
Stewart Mayhew, Deputy Chief Economist - Division of Risk, Strategy, and Financial Innovation 
Jennifer Marietta-Westberg, Assistant Director - Division of Risk, Strategy, and Financial Innovation 

                                                 
56 See Section I DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES ON A CONSOLIDATED AUDIT TRAIL above. 
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Exhibit 1 - 2004 Strategic White Paper 
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8/&':+ /' N4(4+: YS, STT_<U

E' &:+ 7/**#':+ :/ :5# !/'7#8: F#"#$+#, :5# P#74%&:&#+ E'24+:%; N++/7&$:&/'
?QPENR@ '/:#2 :5$: Q`:a5# &'7%#*#':$" %&+0 %#247:&/' /> */6&'( :5# +#::"#*#':
7;7"# >%/* AWY :/ AWSb`$88#$%+a :/ 9# %#"$:&6#"; */2#+: &' "&(5: /> :5# 5&(5 7/+:+
/> &*8"#*#':&'( +475 $ */6#< O5&"# $ +5/%:#% +#::"#*#': 7;7"# L/4"2 9#
#J8#7:#2 :/ 2#7%#$+# :5# (%/++ $*/4': /> 4'+#::"#2 :%$2#+ +49c#7: :/ 7%#2&: /%
*$%0#: %&+0, &: 7/4"2 &'7%#$+# /8#%$:&/'$" %&+0 9; %#247&'( :5# :&*# $6$&"$9"# :/
7/%%#7: #%%/%+ 8%&/% :/ +#::"#*#':<RX A5# PEN L#': /' :/ '/:# :5$: Q`%a&+0
*$'$(#*#': 8%/7#24%#+ +5/4"2 '/: 9# 2%&6#' 9; :5# +#::"#*#': 7;7"#<Rd

N %#7#': A/L#%e%/48 %#8/%: +:$:#2 :5$: Q`5a$%2"; $ 2$; (/#+ 9; L&:5/4: 8#/8"#
&' :5# +#74%&:&#+ &'24+:%; "$*#':&'( 5/L f6/"4*#+ $%# L$; 2/L'<D N":5/4(5 9;
+/*# *#$+4%#+ :5#; *$; 9# 7/%%#7:, 9; :5# *#$+4%#+ :5$: *$::#% */+:, :5#; $%#
'/:M A%$2# 6/"4*#+ $%# $7:4$""; $: :5#&% 5&(5#+: 5&+:/%&7$" "#6#"+< CgPB :%$2#
6/"4*#+ 5$6# 2/49"#2 &' :5# c4+: :5# "$+: ;#$%< A5&+ :%#'2 +8#""+ :%/49"# >/% *$';
>&%*+ Z $'2 /88/%:4'&:&#+ >/% :5# /'#+ :5$: $%# 8%#8$%#2<R^ F#8%#+#':$:&6#+ /> :5#
PB!, :5# CgPB $'2 :5# CNP1 5$6# '/:#2 :5$: Qb%&+0 *$'$(#*#': &+ $ 2;'$*&7

S A5# .$75*$' A$+0 )/%7# /' !"#$%$'7# $'2 P#::"#*#': &' :5# V<P< P#74%&:&#+ =$%0#:+, F#8/%:
+49*&::#2 :/ :5# !5$&%*$' /> :5# V<P< P#74%&:&#+ $'2 BJ75$'(# !/**&++&/' ?=$; STT[@ ?Q.$75*$'
F#8/%:R@<
[ QF#7/**#'2$:&/'+ >/% P#74%&:&#+ P#::"#*#': P;+:#*+<R !-PPhE]P!] A$+0 )/%7# ?C/6#*9#%
[ii[@<
Y P#74%&:&#+ $'2 BJ75$'(# !/**&++&/' F#"#$+# C/+< YY _YT_j YU UTUiXj E! [dY_U ?=$%75 SS, [iiU@,
dT )F S[T[[<
U PB! !/'7#8: F#"#$+# $: SS<
X PEN !/**#':+ :/ !/'7#8: F#"#$+#M P#74%&:&#+ A%$'+$7:&/'+ P#::"#*#': ?\4'# Sd, [iiU@ $: Y$'2 U<
d PEN !/**#':+ :/ !/'7#8: F#"#$+#M P#74%&:&#+ A%$'+$7:&/'+ P#::"#*#': ?\4'# Sd, [iiU@ $: S_<

^ A/L#%e%/48, Q1/'D: k//0 C/L, 94: A%$2&'( l/"4*#+ N%# N7:4$""; V8M !/4':&'( P5$%#+ 6+<
A%$2#+,R ?\4'# Sd, [iiY@<

It is a generally 
accepted principal 
that “Time  Equals 
Risk.” 
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>4'7:&/' :5$: *4+: 9# */2&>&#2 $'2 &*8%/6#2 $+ $ `>&%*D+a 94+&'#++ 75$'(#+ $'2
&*8%/6#2 8%/7#++#+ $'2 8%/7#24%#+ 9#7/*# $6$&"$9"#<<<<R_ e&6#' :5#
7/*9&'$:&/' /> &'7%#$+&'( :%$2# 6/"4*#+ $'2 2#"$;#2 &*8"#*#':$:&/' /> $
+5/%:#% +#::"#*#': 7;7"#, '#L *#$'+ /> *$'$(&'( %&+0 $%# '#7#++$%;< P&'7# "&::"#
7$' 9# 2/'# :/ 7/':%/" /6#%'&(5: %&+0+, !"#$%&'&"! (&%)! )$!' '*+" *#'&,- ', #,-'%,.
/0*' '0"1 #*- #,-'%,. *! !,,- *! '0"1 #*- #,-'%,. &' 2 '0*' &!3 &-'%*4*1 %&!+5

3. Limitations of Current Systems / 
                                                                               Benefits of Intraday RiskXposure™ 

3.1. Dynamic Interrelationships 
!4%%#': +;+:#*+ >$&" :/ $22%#++ :5# >$7: :5$: :5# &2#':&:; /> 8$%:&#+ &'6/"6#2 &'
>&'$'7&$" +#74%&:&#+ :%$'+$7:&/'+ ?#$75, $ Q-$%:; &' E':#%#+:R@ 7$' 6$%; (%#$:";
9#:L##' /'# :%$'+$7:&/' $'2 $'/:5#% $'2 :5$: :5# +8#7&>&7 &':#%%#"$:&/'+5&8+
'#7#++$%; :/ 7/*8"#:# $ :%$'+$7:&/' *$; '/: 9# 0'/L' $: :5# +:$%: /> :5#
:%$'+$7:&/'< E' #6#%; :%$'+$7:&/', :5#%# &+ $"L$;+ $ 8$%:; L5/ &+ /' %#7/%2 $+ :5#
/%&(&'$:/% /> :5# 2#+&%#2 :%$'+$7:&/' ?:5# Q]%&(&'$:&'( -$%:;R@< 3/L#6#%, &'
7#%:$&' 7&%74*+:$'7#+, $ '4*9#% /> 2&>>#%#': :%$2#%+ *$; /8#%$:# 4'2#% :5#
4*9%#""$ /> :5# +$*# ]%&(&'$:/% ?+## BJ$*8"# S 9#"/L@<

_ A$+0 )/%7#, Q.%/0#% 1#$"#% F&+0 =$'$(#*#': -%$7:&7#+ \/&': P:$:#*#':,R \4"; [T, STTT<

]%&(&'$:&'(
-$%:;

!"#$%&'(
)&%*

BJ#74:&/'
1#+:&'$:&/'

BJ$*8"# S

BJ#74:&'(
.%/0#% 1#$"#%

A%$2#% [
?P;+:#* .@

A%$2#% Y
?P;+:#* !@

A%$2#% S
?P;+:#* N@
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E> :5# ]%&(&'$:/% &+ '/: $ 9%/0#%h2#$"#%, :5# ]%&(&'$:&'( -$%:; *4+: >&%+:
7/**4'&7$:# :5# /%2#% :/ $ .%/0#%h1#$"#%T L5/ 7$' #&:5#% >&"" :5# /%2#% /% +/*#
8$%: /> &: >%/* &:+ /L' &'6#':/%; /> +#74%&:&#+, +49*&: &: :/ /'# /% */%#
$88%/8%&$:# *$%0#:+ >/% #J#74:&/', /% %/4:# &: :/ $'/:5#% 9%/0#% >/% #J#74:&/' ?:5#
/8:&/'+ $6$&"$9"# :/ :5# .%/0#%h1#$"#% *$; 9# 7/':%/""#2 9; :5# ]%&(&'$:&'(
-$%:;@ ?+## BJ$*8"# [ 9#"/L@< E> :5# .%/0#%h1#$"#% &+ '/: $ *#*9#% /> /'# /%
*/%# /> :5# 2#+&%#2 *$%0#:?+@, :5# .%/0#%h1#$"#% *4+: #'"&+: :5# +#%6&7#+ /> $'
BJ#74:&'( .%/0#%h1#$"#%Si, L5/ &+ $4:5/%&K#2 :/ #J#74:# :%$'+$7:&/'+ /' :5#
2#+&%#2 *$%0#:?+@ ?+## BJ$*8"# [ 9#"/L@< =/%#/6#%, &> :5# BJ#74:&'(
.%/0#%h1#$"#% &+ '/: $4:5/%&K#2 :/ 7"#$% $'2 +#::"# +#74%&:&#+ :%$'+$7:&/'+ L&:5 :5#
1#8/+&:/%; A%4+: !"#$%&'( !/%8/%$:&/'SS, :5# BJ#74:&'( .%/0#%h1#$"#% *4+:
+49*&: :5# :%$2# :/ $' $4:5/%&K#2 !"#$%&'( )&%*S[ >/% 7"#$%$'7# /% +#::"#*#': /'
9#5$"> /> :5# ]%&(&'$:&'( -$%:; ?+## BJ$*8"# [ 9#"/L@< E' $'/:5#% +7#'$%&/,
+#6#%$" .%/0#%h1#$"#%+ *$; $(%## :5$: 7#%:$&' *4:4$" 7"&#':+ *$; 4+# $++#:+, /'
$77/4': L&:5 /'# .%/0#%h1#$"#%, :/ $>>#7: :%$'+$7:&/'+ L&:5 $'/:5#%
.%/0#%h1#$"#% $+ :5# BJ#74:&'( .%/0#%h1#$"#%, #6#' :5/4(5 $"" /% $ '4*9#% />
:5#+# .%/0#%h1#$"#%+ I4$"&>; $+ BJ#74:&'( .%/0#%h1#$"#%+ ?+## BJ$*8"# U
9#"/L@SY< E: &+ 8/++&9"# &' $ (&6#' :%$'+$7:&/' :5$: /'# 8$%:; *$; 8#%>/%* $"" :5#

T Q.%/0#%h1#$"#%R N'; &'2&6&24$" /% >&%* &' :5# 94+&'#++ /> 94;&'( $'2 +#""&'( +#74%&:&#+ >/% &:+#">
$'2 /:5#%+< .%/0#%h2#$"#%+ *4+: %#(&+:#% L&:5 :5# PB!< O5#' $7:&'( $+ $ 9%/0#%, $ 9%/0#%h2#$"#%
#J#74:#+ /%2#%+ /' 9#5$"> /> 5&+h5#% 7"&#':< O5#' $7:&'( $+ $ 2#$"#%, $ 9%/0#%h2#$"#% #J#74:#+ :%$2#+
>/% 5&+h5#% >&%* + /L' $77/4':< P#74%&:&#+ 9/4(5: >/% :5# >&%* + /L' $77/4': *$; 9# +/"2 :/ 7"&#':+
/% /:5#% >&%*+, /% 9#7/*# $ 8$%: /> :5# >&%* + 5/"2&'(+< !/8;%&(5:mSTTT [iiU N1l)C -k!<
LLL<$26>'<7/*<
Si QBJ#74:&'( .%/0#%h1#$"#%R N .%/0#%h1#$"#% :5$: &+ $ *#*9#% /> $ 2#+&%#2 #J75$'(# h "&I4&2&:;
2#+:&'$:&/'<
SS Q1#8/+&:/%; A%4+: $'2 !"#$%&'( !/%8/%$:&/'R ?1A!!@ :5%/4(5 &:+ +49+&2&$%&#+, 8%/6&2#+ 8/+:
:%$2# 7"#$%$'7#, +#::"#*#':, 74+:/2; $'2 &'>/%*$:&/' +#%6&7#+ >/% #I4&:&#+, 7/%8/%$:# $'2 *4'&7&8$"
2#9:, */'#; *$%0#: &'+:%4*#':+, 2#8/+&:$%; %#7#&8:+, #J75$'(# :%$2#2 >4'2+, 4'&: &'6#+:*#':
:%4+:+, *4:4$" >4'2+, &'+4%$'7# 8%/247:+ $'2 /:5#% +#74%&:&#+< A5# C$:&/'$" P#74%&:&#+ !"#$%&'(
!/%8/%$:&/' ?CP!!@ +49+&2&$%;, L5&75 $7:+ $+ $ 7#':%$" 7/4':#%8$%:; ?!!-@, 8%/6&2#+ :%$2#
(4$%$':##, '#::&'( $'2 %&+0 *$'$(#*#': +#%6&7#+ >/% #I4&:; $'2 2#9: :%$'+$7:&/'+ >%/* $"" V<P<
+:/70 #J75$'(#+ $'2 *$%0#:+< A5# 1#8/+&:/%; A%4+: !/*8$'; ?1A!@ +49+&2&$%; 5$+ 74+:/2; /> $'2
8%/6&2#+ $++#: +#%6&7&'( >/% *&""&/'+ /> +#74%&:&#+ &++4#+ /> &++4#%+ >%/* :5# V<P< $'2 /6#% di /:5#%
7/4':%&#+< 1A! +#%6#+ $+ $ *$c/% 7"#$%&'(5/4+# >/% &'+:&:4:&/'$" 8/+: :%$2# +#::"#*#':< A5#
1#8/+&:/%; A%4+: $'2 !"#$%&'( !/%8/%$:&/' ?1A!!@, L5&75 &+ /L'#2 8%&*$%&"; 9; */+: /> :5#
*$c/% 9$'0+, 9%/0#% 2#$"#%+, $'2 #J75$'(#+ /' O$"" P:%##:< !/8;%&(5: m [iiY< 1$:$*4+#<
LLL<=/'#;e"/++$%;<7/*<
S[ Q!"#$%&'( )&%*R N' /%($'&K$:&/' L5&75 L/%0+ L&:5 :5# #J75$'(#+ :/ 5$'2"# 7/'>&%*$:&/',
2#"&6#%; $'2 +#::"#*#': /> :%$'+$7:&/'+< P475 7/%8/%$:&/'+ 8"$; $ 0#; %/"# &' #'+4%&'( :5$: #J#74:#2
:%$2#+ $%# +#::"#2 L&:5&' $ +8#7&>&#2 8#%&/2 /> :&*# $'2 &' $' #>>&7&#': *$''#%j $"+/ 7$""#2 7"#$%&'(
7/%8/%$:&/' /% 7"#$%&'( 5/4+#< !/8;%&(5:mSTTT [iiU N1l)C -k!< LLL<$26>'<7/*< B$75 !"#$%&'(
*#*9#% *4+: $"+/ 9# $ *#*9#% /> :5# #J75$'(#< C/: $"" *#*9#%+ /> :5# #J75$'(#, 5/L#6#%, $%#
*#*9#%+ /> :5# 7"#$%&'( /%($'&K$:&/'< N"" :%$2#+ /> $ '/' 7"#$%&'( *#*9#% *4+: 9# %#(&+:#%#2 L&:5,
$'2 #6#':4$""; +#::"#2 :5%/4(5, $ 7"#$%&'( *#*9#%< !/8;%&(5: m STT^ [iiU 3&(5"&(5: E'6#+:*#':+
e%/48< 5::8MhhLLL<:%$2&'( ("/++$%;<7/*<
SY E'+:&:4:&/'$" 7"&#':+ />:#' 4+# 9%/0#%+ :/ #J#74:# :%$'+$7:&/'+ &'6/"6&'( V<P< #I4&:&#+ :5$: $%#
85;+&7$""; 5#"2 $'2 7"#$%#2 9; $'/:5#% 9%/0#% /% 74+:/2&$" 9$'0, 6&$ 1#"&6#%; 6+< -$;*#': ?1l-@
/% F#7#&8: 6+< -$;*#': ?Fl-@ :%$'+$7:&/'+< F&+0 *$'$(#*#': +;+:#*+ 4+#2 9; #J#74:&'( 9%/0#%+

Conventional systems 
only work for subsets 
of interested parties 
and relevant 
transactions. 
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6$%&/4+ %/"#+ &2#':&>&#2 $9/6#, :5$: /> :5# ]%&(&'$:&'( -$%:;, :5# BJ#74:&'(
.%/0#%h1#$"#% $'2 :5# !"#$%&'( )&%* ?+## BJ$*8"# Y 9#"/L@< =/%# />:#' :5$' '/:,
5/L#6#%, 2&>>#%#': 8$%:&#+ 8#%>/%* 6$%&/4+ %/"#+ $'2 :5# '4*9#% /> 8$%:&7&8$':+
$'2 :5# &':#%%#"$:&/'+5&8+ 9#:L##' :5#+# 8$%:&7&8$':+ 7$' 6$%; (%#$:"; 9#:L##'
/'# :%$'+$7:&/' $'2 $'/:5#%<

n

O5#' 6$%&/4+ 8$%:&#+ 8#%>/%* 2&>>#%#': %/"#+, #$75 8$%:; 5$+ &'2#8#'2#':
>&'$'7&$" %&+0 $++/7&$:#2 L&:5 :5# :%$'+$7:&/'< A5#%#>/%#, #$75 -$%:; &' E':#%#+:
$++/7&$:#2 L&:5 $ :%$'+$7:&/' 5$+ :5#&% /L' +#8$%$:# $'2 &'2#8#'2#': 2#+&%# :/

$%# (#'#%$""; 4'$9"# :/ *$'$(# %&+0+ $++/7&$:#2 L&:5 :5#+# :%$'+$7:&/'+, 9#7$4+# :5#; $%# '/:
&':#(%$:#2 L&:5 :5# %&+0 *$'$(#*#': +;+:#*+ /> /:5#% 8/:#':&$""; &'6/"6#2 #J#74:&'( 9%/0#%+
$'2h/% L&:5 :5# %&+0 *$'$(#*#': +;+:#*?+@ /> :5# %#"#6$': 74+:/2&$'?+@< N+ $ %#+4":, %&+0+
$++/7&$:#2 L&:5 +475 :%$'+$7:&/'+ *$; /'"; 9# #6&2#': $>:#% 7"/+# /> :5# :%$2&'( 2$;<

]%&(&'$:&'(
-$%:;

!"#$%&'(
)&%*

BJ#74:&/'
1#+:&'$:&/'

BJ$*8"# U

BJ#74:&'(
.%/0#%
1#$"#% .

BJ#74:&'(
.%/0#%
1#$"#% !

BJ#74:&'(
.%/0#%
1#$"#% N

]%&(&'$:&'(
-$%:;

!"#$%&'(
)&%*

BJ#74:&/'
1#+:&'$:&/'

BJ$*8"# [

]%&(&'$:&'(
-$%:;

BJ#74:&/'
1#+:&'$:&/'

]%&(&'$:&'( -$%:; &+
$"+/ $' BJ#74:&'(
.%/0#% $'2 P#">
!"#$%&'( )&%*

BJ$*8"# Y

.%/0#%
1#$"#%

BJ#74:&'(
.%/0#%
1#$"#%
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*/'&:/%, 7$8:4%#, *&:&($:# $'2 %#247# %&+0+ $++/7&$:#2 L&:5 :5$: +8#7&>&7
:%$'+$7:&/' $'2 8/++&9"; */'&:/%, 7$8:4%#, *&:&($:# $'2 %#247# %&+0+ $++/7&$:#2
L&:5 +&*&"$% :%$'+$7:&/'+ $7%/++ '4*#%/4+ 7"&#':+SU< )/% #J$*8"#, L5#%#$+ :5#
]%&(&'$:&'( -$%:; $"L$;+ 9#$%+ :5# 4":&*$:# >&'$'7&$" %&+0 >/% $'; :%$'+$7:&/',
#$75 +49+#I4#': 8$%:; &' :5# #J#74:&/' 75$&' *$; 9# "&$9"# >/% *$0&'( 48 $';
2#>&7&#'7; $++/7&$:#2 L&:5 :5# ]%&(&'$:&'( -$%:;D+ "$70 /> $2#I4$:# $++#:+ /'
$77/4': :/ 7/6#% :5# %&+0 /> :5# :%$'+$7:&/'<

!4%%#': +#74%&:&#+ :%$2&'( 7/*84:#% $88"&7$:&/'+ $'2 +:$'2 $"/'# %&+0
*$'$(#*#': +;+:#*+ >$&" :/ $22%#++ :5# %#$"&:; :5$: -$%:&#+ &' E':#%#+: 7$' 6$%;
(%#$:"; 9#:L##' /'# :%$'+$7:&/' $'2 $'/:5#%< P475 +;+:#*+ %#I4&%# :5$: $""
-$%:&#+ &' E':#%#+: 4+# :5# +$*#, /% 4+# /'# /> +#6#%$" 8%#+7%&9#2, +#74%&:&#+
:%$2&'( 7/*84:#% $88"&7$:&/'+h%&+0 *$'$(#*#': +;+:#*+ &' /%2#% >/% :5# -$%:&#+
&' E':#%#+: :/ %#7#&6# #>>#7:&6# &':%$2$; %&+0 *$'$(#*#':< e&6#' :5# 2;'$*&7
'$:4%# /> %#"$:&/'+5&8+ 9#:L##' -$%:&#+ &' E':#%#+:, :5&+ %#I4&%#*#': *$0#+ :5#+#
+;+:#*+ &*8%$7:&7$9"# >/% %#$" :&*# &':%$2$; %&+0 *$'$(#*#': 9; -$%:&#+ &'
E':#%#+:< !4%%#': +;+:#*+ >$&" :/ 7$8:4%# $'2 */'&:/% &':%$2$; :%$2&'( $7:&6&:; $+
'#7#++$%; >/% -$%:&#+ &' E':#%#+: :/ $774%$:#"; $'$";K# $'2 *$'$(# %&+0 :/ $6/&2
8/:#':&$" 7$:$+:%/85&7 "/++#+, +:$:4:/%; $'2 %#(4"$:/%; &'>%$7:&/'+, >&'#+ $'2
%#(4"$:/%; &':#%6#':&/'< !/'6#%+#";, )ABCD+ E':%$2$; F&+0G8/+4%#H &+ $
>"#J&9"#, '/' %#+:%&7:&6# +/"4:&/' :5$: 8%/6&2#+ %#$" :&*# &':%$2$; %&+0
*$'$(#*#': >/% $"" -$%:&#+ &' E':#%#+:<

P#74%&:&#+ :%$2&'( 7/*84:#% $88"&7$:&/'+ :5$: $++&+: &' #J#74:&'( :%$'+$7:&/'+
?#<(<, 2&%#7: $77#++ 8"$:>/%*+, /%2#% *$'$(#*#': +;+:#*+, I4/:# *$'$(#*#':
+;+:#*+, #:7<@ 7$' 8%/6&2# 8%# :%$2# %&+0 *$'$(#*#': 9; 7/*8$%&'( #$75
8%/8/+#2 :%$'+$7:&/' 8%/7#++#2 :5%/4(5 :5# +;+:#* $($&'+: #+:$9"&+5#2 %4"#+ $'2
8$%$*#:#%+< E> /'# /% */%# /> :5#+# %4"#+ /% 8$%$*#:#%+ &+ 6&/"$:#2, :5# +#74%&:&#+
:%$2&'( 7/*84:#% $88"&7$:&/' +5/4"2 '/: 8#%*&: :5# :%$2# :/ 9# 8%/7#++#2 +/ $+
:/ #"&*&'$:# %&+0 :5$: *&(5: $%&+# &> :5# :%$2# L$+ 7/*8"#:#2< 3/L#6#%, >/% +475
8%# :%$2# %&+0 *$'$(#*#': :/ 9# #>>#7:&6# >/% $"" -$%:&#+ &' E':#%#+:, #6#%; +:#8 />
:5# 8%/8/+#2 :%$'+$7:&/' *4+: 9# 7/*8$%#2 $($&'+: %4"#+ $'2 8$%$*#:#%+
+8#7&>&7 :/ #$75 -$%:; &' E':#%#+:< E> $ :%$'+$7:&/' 7$' /774% L&:5/4: $ -$%:; &'
E':#%#+: 5$6&'( :5# /88/%:4'&:; :/ %#6&#L $'2 +:/8 :5# :%$2# &> &: 6&/"$:#+ &:+
#+:$9"&+5#2 %4"#+ $'2 8$%$*#:#%+, 8%# :%$2# %&+0 *$'$(#*#': &+ &'#>>#7:&6# >/%
:5$: -$%:; &' E':#%#+:<

E' :5/+# +&:4$:&/'+ L5#%# '/: $"" -$%:&#+ &' E':#%#+: 4+# :5# +$*# +#74%&:&#+
:%$2&'( 7/*84:#% $88"&7$:&/', -$%:&#+ &' E':#%#+: *4+: 2#8#'2 /' #'2 /> 2$; %&+0
*$'$(#*#': 4+&'( %#7/%2+ +49*&::#2 $>:#% 7"/+# /> :5# :%$2&'( 2$; :/ $'$";K#
$'2 &2#':&>; %&+0 6&/"$:&/'+< 3/L#6#%, 9; :5# :&*# +475 6&/"$:&/'+ $%# &2#':&>&#2

SU )/% #J$*8"#, $ 7"#$%&'( >&%* *$; L&+5 :/ 4'2#%+:$'2 :5#&% /6#%$"" 7/'7#':%$:&/' &' $ 8$%:&74"$%
+:/70 +;*9/" $7%/++ $"" $77/4':+ :/ +## &> :5#; $%# +5/%: &' $ +:/70 :5$: c4+: *$2# $ +&('&>&7$':
$''/4'7#*#': :5$: &+ #J8#7:#2 :/ #>>#7: 2#*$'2 >/%, $'2 $6$&"$9&"&:; />, :5# +:/70<

Current securities 
trading computer 
applications and 
stand-alone risk 
management systems 
fail to address the 
reality that Parties-
in-Interest can vary 
greatly between one 
transaction and 
another. 
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$'2 &'7/%8/%$:#2 &':/ +;+:#*+, :5# *$%0#: 5$+ 7"/+#2 $'2 %#*#2&$" *#$+4%#+
*4+: L$&: 4':&" :5# >/""/L&'( :%$2&'( 2$; 9; L5&75 :&*# 6/"$:&"# *$%0#:
7/'2&:&/'+ *$; 7$4+# "/++#+ :/ 9# #J$7#%9$:#2< E' $22&:&/', %&+0 *$'$(#*#':
8%/7#++#+ :5$: %#"; /' #'2 /> 2$; >&"#+ $%# '/: $9"# :/ 7$:75 6&/"$:&/'+ /> %&+0
8$%$*#:#%+ :5$: /774% &':%$2$; 94: $%# 7/%%#7:#2 9; :5# #'2 /> :5# 2$;< O&:5/4:
:5# $9&"&:; :/ */'&:/% %&+0 8$%$*#:#%+ &' %#$" :&*# &':%$2$;, $ -$%:; &' E':#%#+:
*$; :$0# /' */%# %&+0 &':%$2$; :5$' $88%/6#2 9; /:5#% -$%:&#+ &' E':#%#+:<
N":5/4(5 :5&+ *$; (/ 4'2#:#7:#2 +/ "/'( $+ :5# 6&/"$:&'( -$%:; &' E':#%#+: 9%&'(+
&:+#"> 9$70 &':/ 7/*8"&$'7# 9; :5# #'2 /> :5# 2$;, +475 4'&"$:#%$" $7:&/' +0#L+ :5#
#7/'/*&7 :#%*+ :5$: :5# 8$%:&#+ $(%##2 :/ $'2 7$' +49c#7: -$%:&#+ &' E':#%#+: :/
"/++#+ $'2 %#(4"$:/%; >&'#+<SX

C4*#%/4+ +/85&+:&7$:#2 +:$'2 $"/'# %&+0 *$'$(#*#': +;+:#*+ 5$6# $"+/ 9##'
2#6#"/8#2 >/% :5# >&'$'7&$" +#74%&:&#+ &'24+:%;< 3/L#6#%, :5#+# +;+:#*+ 2#$" L&:5
$((%#($:# "#6#" ?&<#<, '/: :%$'+$7:&/' +8#7&>&7@ 2$:$ $'2 :5# &*8$7: /> /6#%$""
*$%0#: 7/'2&:&/'+< A5#&% 8%&*$%; >/74+ &+ /' 8/%:>/"&/ %&+0 7/'7#%'+ 6#%+4+
:%$'+$7:&/' +8#7&>&7 &'>/%*$:&/' &' :5# 7/':#J: /> %#$" :&*# &':%$2$; %&+0< A5#
*/2#"&'( +;+:#*+ ?#<(<, =/':# !$%"/, l$"4# N: F&+0, #:7<@ :5$: $%# 4+#2 &' :5&+
7$:#(/%; /> +;+:#*+ $%# >%#I4#':"; 4+#2 :/ #+:$9"&+5 94;&'( 8/L#% h %&+0 $88#:&:#
/' $ 7"&#': 9; 7"&#': 9$+&+ ?&<#<, 7%#2&: %&+0@ &' 9%/$2 :#%*+< A5#; $%# :5#' 4+#2 :/
%##6$"4$:# 8/%:>/"&/+ /' $ 2$&"; 9$+&+ >/% 9/:5 7%#2&: $'2 *$%0#: %&+0< A5#; $%#
'/: 4+#2 :/ *$'$(# %&+0 >/% &'2&6&24$" :%$'+$7:&/'+ /' $ %#$" :&*# &':%$2$; 9$+&+<

N>>&"&$:#+ /> 1A!! 8%/6&2# %&+0 *$'$(#*#': $: :5# !"#$%&'( )&%* $'2
Q!/%%#+8/'2#':RSd "#6#" 4+&'( 2$:$ &'2#8#'2#':"; +49*&::#2 :/ +475
/%($'&K$:&/'+ 9; *$%0#: 8$%:&7&8$':+ &' 7/''#7:&/' L&:5 :5# #J#74:&/' $'2
7"#$%$'7# /> +#74%&:&#+ :%$'+$7:&/'+ &' :5# V<P< +#74%&:&#+ *$%0#:< 3/L#6#%, :5#+#
+#%6&7#+ 2/ '/: />>#% #>>#7:&6# %#$" :&*# &':%$2$; %&+0 *$'$(#*#': >/% -$%:&#+ &'
E':#%#+:< A5&+ 2#>&7&#'7; &+ 24# :/ :5# !"#$%&'( )&%*h!/%%#+8/'2#': "#6#" '$:4%#

SX )/% #J$*8"#, -$%:; &' E':#%#+: N, $ 7"#$%&'( >&%*, *$; $(%## :5$: -$%:; &' E':#%#+: ., $'
&'+:&:4:&/'$" &'6#+:/%, 7$' :%$2# 24%&'( :5# :%$2&'( 2$; &' +#74%&:&#+ 6$"4#2 $: 48 :/ >/4% :&*#+ :5#
9$"$'7# &' -$%:; &' E':#%#+: .D+ :%$2&'( $77/4':< E' #>>#7:, -$%:; &' E':#%#+: N 5$+ #J:#'2#2
Q*$%(&'R 7%#2&: :/ -$%:; &' E':#%#+: . &' $' $*/4': #I4$" :/ :5%## :&*#+ :5# $*/4': &' -$%:; &'
E':#%#+: .D+ $77/4':< O&:5/4: $77#++ :/ %#$" :&*# &':%$2$; %&+0 &'>/%*$:&/', -$%:; &' E':#%#+: . 7/4"2
:%$2# &' +#74%&:&#+ 6$"4#2 &' $*/4':+ +&('&>&7$':"; (%#$:#% :5$' :5# $(%##2 48/' >/4% :/ /'#
$%%$'(#*#':< A5&+ +&:4$:&/' &+ $'$"/(/4+ :/ +/*#/'# :%;&'( :/ 75$%(# &' #J7#++ /' :5#&% 7%#2&: "&*&:
/' $ 7%#2&: 7$%2, +/*#:5&'( 7%#2&: 7$%2 &++4#%+ 5$6# +/85&+:&7$:#2 +;+:#*+ :/ 8%#6#':< 3/L#6#%, &>
-$%:; &' E':#%#+: N /'"; 5$+ $77#++ :/ #'2 /> 2$; &'>/%*$:&/' -$%:; &' E':#%#+: N *$; '/: 0'/L
$9/4: :5#+# &'>%$7:&/'+ 4':&" &: &+ :// "$:# Z &> :5# *$%0#: */6#+ +/ >$% $L$; >%/* -$%:; &' E':#%#+:
.D+ 8/+&:&/' :5$: -$%:; &' E':#%#+: . 7$''/: 7/%%#7: :5# +&:4$:&/' 9; :5# #'2 /> :5# :%$2&'( 2$; :5#'
-$%:; &' E':#%#+: N L&"" +4>>#% $ "/++ #I4$" :/ $'; 2&>>#%#'7# 9#:L##' :5# 6$"4# /> $++#:+ &' -$%:; &'
E':#%#+: .D+ $77/4': $'2 :5# $*/4': '#7#++$%; :/ Q*$0# (//2R /' :5# 6$"4# /> :5# :%$2#+< E'
$22&:&/', -$%:; &' E':#%#+: N $'2 -$%:; &' E':#%#+: . L/4"2 9# &' 6&/"$:&/' /> &':%$2$; *$%(&'
%#I4&%#*#':+ +49c#7:&'( :5#* 9/:5 :/ 8/:#':&$" >&'#+ $'2 %#(4"$:/%; +$'7:&/'+<
Sd Q!/%%#+8/'2#':R N >&'$'7&$" /%($'&K$:&/' :5$: 8#%>/%*+ +#%6&7#+ ?$7:+ $+ $' &':#%*#2&$%;@ &' $
*$%0#: >/% $'/:5#% /%($'&K$:&/' :5$: 2/#+ '/: 5$6# $77#++ :/ :5$: *$%0#:< !/8;%&(5: m [iiY<
1$:$*4+#< LLL<=/'#;e"/++$%;<7/*<

Current systems do 
not provide alerts at 
a transaction-based 
level in  real-time. 
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/> :5# 8%/6&2#2 &'>/%*$:&/', '/: '#7#++$%&"; $: :5# -$%:; &' E':#%#+: "#6#", $'2 :5#
8%$7:&7# /> +/*# !"#$%&'( )&%*+ /> 8/+:8/'&'( +49*&++&/' /> 7#%:$&' :%$2# 2$:$,
&' +4**$%&K#2 /% 7/*8%#++#2 >/%*, 4':&" :5# #'2 /> :5# 2$; :/ +$6# /'
$++/7&$:#2 >##+ 75$%(#2 9; 1A!! $>>&"&$:#+<

P#8$%$:#";, CNP1NoS^ N!A F&+0 =$'$(#*#': 2/#+ '/: $22%#++ :%$2#+ %/4:#2 :/
+/*# "&I4&2&:; 2#+:&'$:&/'+, Q8%&':#2R /' #J75$'(#+ /:5#% :5$' CNP1No, +475
$+ :5# C$:&/'$" P:/70 BJ75$'(# $h0h$ :5# !&'7&''$:& BJ75$'(#, /% 5$'2"#2 6&$
o4$"&>&#2 P#%6&7# F#8%#+#':$:&6# ?QoPFR@ $%%$'(#*#':+, $'2 :5#%#>/%# $"+/ >$&"+
:/ 8%/6&2# #>>#7:&6# %#$" :&*# &':%$2$; %&+0 *$'$(#*#': >/% -$%:&#+ &' E':#%#+:<

3.2. System Independence  
BJ&+:&'( +#74%&:&#+ :%$2&'( 7/*84:#% $88"&7$:&/'+h%&+0 *$'$(#*#': +;+:#*+ >$&"
:/ $22%#++ :5# %#$"&:; :5$: -$%:&#+ &' E':#%#+: *$; 5$6# 94+&'#++ $'2 :#75'&7$"
%#$+/'+ >/% '/: 4+&'( :5# +$*# +;+:#*+< N %#7#': !$%9/' !/'+4":&'( +4%6#;
%#6#$"#2 :5$: 5#2(# >4'2 *$'$(#%+ $%# '/ "/'(#% %#";&'( #J7"4+&6#"; /' +;+:#*+
8%/6&2#2 9; :5#&% 8%&*# 9%/0#%+ :/ +$:&+>; :5#&% :#75'/"/(; '##2+j :5#; $%# $"+/
"//0&'( :/ 9/4:&I4#+ $: :5# >/%#>%/': /> 8%/247: 2#6#"/8*#': :/ 5#"8 $22%#++
+/*# /> :5#&% +;+:#* '##2+<S_

N %#7#': A$99 e%/48 %#8/%: '/:#2 :5$: Qb9"$70 9/J */2#"+ $%# 2%$*$:&7$"";
75$'(&'( :5# L$; :5$: +/85&+:&7$:#2 :%$2#%+ $'2 *$%0#: 8$%:&7&8$':+ $%#
$22%#++&'( :5# *$%0#:+ $+ "/L#% 7/+:+ $'2 5&(5#% 7/*84:# $'2 '#:L/%0&'(
+8##2+ $%# #'$9"&'( :5# 7%#$:&/' /> $4:/*$:#2 */2#" 9$+#2 :%$2&'(< A5#+#
*/2#"+ $%# $'$";K&'( :5# *$%0#: /' $ *&7%/+#7/'2 9$+&+, :%;&'( :/ ($4(#
"&I4&2&:; $'2 +##0 /88/%:4'&:;< N+ :5# */2#"+ 9#7/*# */%# $77#8:#2, :5#&% 4+#
&'7%#$+#+ :5# 6#"/7&:; /> :5# *$%0#: $'2 >/%7#+ /:5#% 8$%:&7&8$':+ :/ "#6#%$(#
:5#*, $+ :5# 8$7# /> :%$2&'( 9#7/*#+ :// >$+: :/ *$'$(# 9; 5$'2<RST A5#+# Q9"$70
9/JR +;+:#*+ 2/ '/: "#'2 :5#*+#"6#+ :/ &':#(%$:&/'h+5$%&'( L&:5 /:5#% -$%:&#+ &'
E':#%#+: +&'7# :5&+ *&(5: "#$2 :/ 2&+7"/+4%# /> 8%/8%&#:$%; $"(/%&:5*+ $'2h/%
+"/L#% 8%/7#++&'( +8##2+<

E':%$2$; F&+0G8/+4%#H 8%/6&2#+ +:$'2 $"/'# %#$" :&*#, /'"&'# #':#%8%&+# L&2#
#I4&:; %&+0 *$'$(#*#':[i >/% -$%:&#+ &' E':#%#+: L&:5/4: %#I4&%&'( &':#(%$:&/'
L&:5 #J&+:&'( 8/%:>/"&/ +;+:#*+, /%2#% *$'$(#*#': +;+:#*+, /%2#% #':%; +;+:#*+
/% 8%/(%$* :%$2&'( +;+:#*+ /% &*8"#*#':$:&/' $++&+:$'7# >%/* 7"&#':+D EA
2#8$%:*#':+< E':%$2$; F&+0G8/+4%#H &+ $ +#74%#, L#9 9$+#2 /'"&'# +#%6&7# :5$:
L/%0+ L&:5 $"" /%2#% *$'$(#*#': +;+:#*+ $'2 $"" >%/': #'2 :%$2&'( $88"&7$:&/'+

S^ QCNP1R C$:&/'$" N++/7&$:&/' /> P#74%&:&#+ 1#$"#%+ N4:/*$:#2 o4/:$:&/'+< !/8;%&(5: m [iiY<
1$:$*4+#< LLL<=/'#;e"/++$%;<7/*<
S_ 3#2(# )4'2 N"#%:, N8%&" [_, [iiU<
ST A5# A$99 e%/48, Q-4+5&'( :5# B'6#"/8#M F#2#>&'&'( F#$" :&*# A%$'+$7:&/' -%/7#++&'( &'
)&'$'7&$" =$%0#:+R ?N8%&" [iiU@<
[i E'&:&$" 2#8"/;*#':+ /> E':%$2$; F&+0G8/+4%#H +488/%: VP #I4&:&#+j +49+#I4#': %#"#$+#+ L&""
+488/%: $22&:&/'$" +#74%&:&#+ 8%/247:+<

“Black box” systems do 
not lend themselves to 
integration / sharing 
with other Parties-in-
Interest since this 
might lead to disclosure 
of proprietary 
algorithms and/or 
slower processing 
speeds. 
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L&:5/4: &':%/247&'( $'; "$:#'7; /% 2#"$; &':/ :5# :%$2# /% :%$'+$7:&/' 8%/7#++&'(
>4'7:&/'+<

3.3. Data Neutrality and Objectivity  
)ABCD+ 8$:#': 8#'2&'( E':%$2$; F&+0G8/+4%#H :#75'/"/(; 7/""#7:+ :%$'+$7:&/'
+8#7&>&7 2$:$ &' %#$" :&*# 2&%#7:"; >%/* $"" #"#7:%/'&7 "&I4&2&:; 8%/6&2#%+ :5#%#9;
#'+4%&'( >4"" 7/6#%$(# /> %#"#6$': &'>/%*$:&/' L&:5/4: %#";&'( /' 8/:#':&$"";
9&$+#2 2$:$ 8%/6&2#2 9; :%$2#%+ /% 2$:$ 8%/6&2#2 9; :5&%2 8$%:; :#75'/"/(;
6#'2/%+ L5&75 *$; 9# 7/*8%/*&+#2 /% "&*&:#2 &' +7/8# 24# :/ +;+:#*+ &++4#+ /%
8#%>/%*$'7# 75$%$7:#%&+:&7+<

E' $22&:&/' :/ #'5$'7#2 %&+0 *$'$(#*#': 7$8$9&"&:&#+, :5# :&*# +#'+&:&6#,
$77/4': "#6#" &'>/%*$:&/' $6$&"$9"# 6&$ )ABCD+ E':%$2$; F&+0G8/+4%#H +#%6&7#
>$7&"&:$:#+ 7/*8"&$'7# L&:5 +:$:4:/%; $'2 %#(4"$:/%; %#I4&%#*#':+ +&('&>&7$':";
%#247&'( :5# %&+0 /> %#(4"$:/%; &':#%6#':&/'[S $'2 >&'#+ :5$: *&(5: %#+4": >%/*
&'$2#I4$:# 7/':%/"+< E' $22&:&/', :5# &'>/%*$:&/' +488"&#2 9; E':%$2$;
F&+0G8/+4%#H #'$9"#+ 7"&#':+ :/ 6#%&>; :5# $774%$7; /> >##+ 75$%(#2 9; "&I4&2&:;
2#+:&'$:&/'+ 9$+#2 /' :%$'+$7:&/' 6/"4*#+ ?#<(<, B!C, PB!, CNP1 $'2 CP!!
>##+@ $'2 7$' +$6# 54'2%#2+ /> :5/4+$'2+ /> 2/""$%+ &' *&+7$"74"$:#2 >##+<

4. Intraday RiskXposure™ 

4.1. Benefit Overview 

 !"&#':+ 7$' 2#>&'# $77/4': 5&#%$%75;, %&+0 8%/>&"#+ $: 2&>>#%#': "#6#"+ />
74+:/*#% 5&#%$%75&#+ $'2 7$' 2#>&'# 2#+&%#2 $"#%:+ ?#<(<, 6&$ #*$&", /'"&'#
8/8 48 +7%##', *#++$(# +#': :/ 8$(#%, 6/&7# $"#%:, #:7<@< E':%$2$;
F&+0G8/+4%#H 8%/6&2#+ %#$" :&*# %&+0 #6$"4$:&/' L&:5&' +8#7&>&#2 7"&#':
$77/4': 5&#%$%75&#+ :/ $22%#++M

o !%#2&: %&+0 Z .4;&'( -/L#%, !/'7#':%$:&/'j
o =$%0#: %&+0 Z E':%$2$; -pk[[, !/'7#':%$:&/'j $'2

[S )/% #J$*8"#, $ CgPB *#*/%$'24* +:&84"$:#+ :5$: QA5# BJ75$'(# L/4"2 "&0# :/ %#*&'2
*#*9#%+ $'2 *#*9#% /%($'&K$:&/'+ :5$: &: 6&#L+ 7/*8%#5#'+&6# %&+0 *$'$(#*#': +;+:#*+ $+
>4'2$*#':$" :/ #'+4%&'( +/4'2 94+&'#++ 8%$7:&7#+< N77/%2&'(";, BJ75$'(# #J$*&'#%+ L&"" 9#
8"$7&'( &'7%#$+#2 #*85$+&+ /' :5# #>>#7:&6#'#++ /> :5#+# +;+:#*+ 24%&'( :5# 7/4%+# /> :5#&% >&#"2
#J$*&'$:&/'+<R
[[ F/9#%: 3#($%:;, 2&%#7:/% /> &'6#+:*#': *$'$(#*#': :#75'/"/(; %#+#$%75 >/% A/L#%e%/48, '/:#+
:5$: *$'; >4'2+, &'7"42&'( :5/+# #*8"/;&'( %&+0 $%9&:%$(# $'2 /:5#% 7/*8"#J &'6#+:*#':
+:%$:#(&#+, 2/ '/: 4+# :#75'/"/(; :/ #'+4%# :5$: :5#; #>>#7:&6#"; *$'$(# :5#&% #J7#8:&/'$""; 5&(5
:%$2&'( 6/"4*#+ &' $'2 /4: /> 8/+&:&/'+ I4&70"; $+ %#I4&%#2 9; +475 +:%$:#(&#+< E'+:#$2, :5#; %#"; /'
#%%/% 8%/'# 8%/7#++#+ 94&": $%/4'2 '/' &':#(%$:#2 $88"&7$:&/'+ $'2 *$'4$" 8%/7#++#+, +475 $+
&'84::&'( :%$2#+ &':/ BJ7#" +8%#$2+5##:+ /% 2&+8$%$:# *$'$(#*#': $'2 $77/4':&'( 8%/(%$*+<
E':%$2$; F&+0G8/+4%#H 8%/6&2#+ 5#2(# >4'2+ :5# $9&"&:; :/ 6&#L &':%$2$; -pk &' %#$" :&*#
:5#%#9; #'$9"&'( *$'$(#%+ :/ &*8"#*#': */%# $774%$:#, #>>&7&#': %#8/%:&'( $'2 >"#J&9"# :%$2&'(
$'2 /%2#% *$'$(#*#':< E' $22&:&/', E':%$2$; F&+0G8/+4%#H 7$' :%$70 4'%#$"&K#2 &':%$2$; -pk

Intraday 
RiskXposure™ 
facilitates compliance 
with statutory and 
regulatory 
requirements -- 
reducing the risk of 
regulatory 
intervention and 
fines. 
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o ]8#%$:&/'$" %&+0 Z P#""&'( L&:5/4: E'6#':/%;, F#+:%&7:#2 P:/70+,
3$%2 :/ ./%%/L P:/70+, P&'("# ]%2#% l$"4#, $'2 P&'("# ]%2#%
o4$':&:;<

 E':%$2$; F&+0G8/+4%#H :$94"$:#+ $'2 #6$"4$:#+ #$75 $'2 #6#%; :%$2#
/' $ %#$" :&*# &':%$ 2$; 9$+&+ L&:5&' :5# 7/':#J: /> 7"&#': 2#>&'#2
$77/4': 5&#%$%75&#+<

 -/+&:&/'+ $%# 482$:#2 $'2 2&+8"$;#2 /' $ %#$" :&*# &':%$ 2$; 9$+&+<

 N"#%:+ $%# &**#2&$:#"; +#': :/ &2#':&>&#2 8$%:&#+ 48/' $77/4':
6&/"$:&/'+<

 !"&#':+ 7$' :$0# &**#2&$:# %#*#2&$" $7:&/'+ L&:5&' :5# +$*# :%$2&'(
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4.2. Available For the First Time 
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CgPB, CNP1No, #:7<@< !/8;%&(5:mSTTT [iiU N1l)C -k!< LLL<$26>'<7/*<
[U QB!CR N' #"#7:%/'&7 +;+:#* :5$: 9%&'(+ 94;#%+ $'2 +#""#%+ :/(#:5#% >/% :5# #"#7:%/'&7 #J#74:&/'
/> :%$2#+< E: 2&++#*&'$:#+ &'>/%*$:&/' :/ &':#%#+:#2 8$%:&#+ $9/4: :5# /%2#%+ #':#%#2 &':/ :5#
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%#8%#+#': /%2#%+ &' CNP1No +:/70+j :5#; &':#%'$""; *$:75 94; $'2 +#"" /%2#%+ /% %#8%#+#': :5#
5&(5#+: 9&2 8%&7#+ $'2 "/L#+: $+0 8%&7#+ /' :5# /8#' *$%0#:< A5# 9#'#>&:+ $' &'6#+:/% (#:+ >%/*
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4.4. Cooperation with Other Risk Management Systems 
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Exhibit 2 - 2006 FTEN Comment Letter 

 



Comment on Proposed SR-NASD-2006-026; SR-NASD-2006-027 - NASDAQ Plans to Implement 
New Pricing for CTCI Connectivity 
  
Submitted by M. Gary LaFever, Esquire 
Executive Vice President & General Counsel 
FTEN, Inc. 
800 Third Avenue 
Twenty-Third Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
(303) 823-8111 
glafever@ften.com 
  
  
Summary 
  
The U.S. financial securities industry is best served by ensuring that clearing firms have access to 
intraday risk management tools that can effectively monitor acceptable levels of credit and risk exposure 
for correspondent firms. NASD member clearing firms are subject to a Securities and Exchange 
Commission (“SEC”) Order [Release No. 34-47208; File No. SR-NASD 2002-157] that requires them to 
use NASDAQ’s ACT Risk Management system unless they have a comparable intraday risk management 
system; however, comparable systems require access to the very data that is the subject matter of SR-
NASD-2006-026 and SR-NASD-2006-027. The proposed price increase under SR-NASD-2006-026 
and SR-NASD-2006-027 would impose an undue burden on competition and be contrary to the purposes 
of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 unless measures are taken to ensure that clearing firms have 
continued access to execution data on cost effective terms so as to allow alternative providers of intraday 
risk management systems to compete on a level playing field with NASDAQ's ACT Risk 
Management. FTEN, Inc. (FTEN) respectfully requests that proposed SR-NASD-2006-026 and SR-
NASD-2006-027 be modified such that the term "Station" is clearly defined specifically within the 
context of clearing firms to refer only to the cost of bandwidth necessary to transmit real time 
execution messages for all correspondents of a clearing firm.  
  
NASDAQ's ACT Risk Management and Current Market Conditions  
  
In October 1990, the SEC approved the risk management functions of NASDAQ’s Automated 
Confirmation Transaction (ACT) service. The SEC mandated that all NASD members participate in the 
service “[i]n order to establish ACT as the industry standard for reporting and comparing equity 
transactions in The NASDAQ stock market.” These rules required that all NASD member clearing firms 
use NASDAQ’s risk management system known as ACT Risk Management. In January 2003, the SEC 
issued an Order approving an opt-out provision from ACT Risk Management [Release No. 34-47208; File 
No. SR-NASD 2002-157]. In this order, the SEC said "The ability of [clearing firms] to adequately assess 
the risk of their correspondent firms is critical to the protection of investors and the public interest, as 
required by the Act. Therefore, the Commission finds that the [request by NASDAQ to modify the rule 
otherwise requiring all clearing firms use NASDAQ's ACT Risk Management System] is consistent with 
the Act because the proposal seeks to ensure that all NASD clearing members retain the ability to 
monitor the trading activities and risk exposures of their correspondent firms, either by using the ACT risk 
management program, or another risk management tool comparable to ACT's risk management program. 
The proposed rule change also fosters cooperation and coordination with persons engaged in the 
regulating, clearing, settling, and processing of information with respect to and facilitating transactions in 
securities because it ensures that NASD clearing members utilize a risk management tool that monitors 
the acceptable levels of credit and risk exposure for correspondent firms, which helps to ensure the rapid 
and reliable comparison and settlement of transactions." With the benefit of hindsight, it seems that this 
enlightened view taken by NASDAQ would allow clearing firms to produce their own systems to evaluate 
risk. However, as with many software and services markets, the ability to provide tools to address 
enterprise needs often comes from third parties who can develop more sophisticated technology offerings 



by addressing the needs of numerous clients and meeting the market needs of many, as opposed to just 
addressing the in-house needs of a single firm.  
 
In the 1990s when these rules were promulgated, NASDAQ’s ACT Risk Management system provided 
adequate coverage of intraday trading and volatility risks in the Over-the-Counter (OTC) market because 
NASDAQ was, for all practical purposes, the OTC market. But, with the dramatic increase in popularity of 
ECNS since the 1990s (which for the most part are not covered by ACT Risk Management), ACT Risk 
Management now covers less than fifty percent of the OTC market. And, since the 1990s the lines 
between securities listed on the New York Stock Exchange (“Listed” securities) and OTC securities have 
blurred and trading now frequently involves market sectors that are unrelated to whether stocks are Listed 
or OTC. ACT Risk Management does not provide coverage for Listed trades and provides coverage for 
less than half the OTC market. When taken together, ACT Risk Management, while an excellent tool in its 
day now covers at most one-third of the market. 
  
Intraday RiskXposure 
  
FTEN is an enterprise software provider with a corporate mandate to maintain its independence and 
facilitate financial commerce by identifying and addressing inefficiencies in existing financial services 
processes and procedures – FTEN is not an exchange, a clearing firm, a financial services company or a 
broker dealer. FTEN was asked by clearing firms if it could help address the growing challenges in 
managing and monitoring acceptable levels of intraday credit and risk exposure for correspondents 
resulting from: (1) Market fragmentation - in addition to the longstanding OTC/Listed dichotomy eluded to 
above, the existence of multiple liquidity destinations for OTC trading creates risk scenarios that are not 
capable of being detected at any one of the individual liquidity destinations; (2) Limitations of pre-trade 
risk management systems – pre-trade risk management systems fail to provide effective risk 
management for trades handled outside the systems, information about which is not available until the 
next trading day when significant harm from risk infractions may have occurred and the availability of 
effective remedial actions may be severely limited. In addition, these systems are further hampered in 
their attempt to provide adequate protection due to the increasing popularity of (a) multiple party 
transactions, (b) disparate, non-integrated trading platforms and (c) black-box trading strategies that do 
not support latency introduced by pre-trade processes; and (3) Delayed implementation of shorter 
settlement cycles – the practical difficulties of implementing Straight-Through-Processing and shortened 
settlement cycles have delayed the anticipated risk management benefits that these initiatives were 
supposed to make available. Solutions that provide broader market transparency, facilitate improved 
regulatory oversight, enhance accountability and improve intraday risk management without requiring 
changes to established procedures or systems are therefore necessary to address the market trends 
identified above. 
  
In response to these client requests, FTEN developed Intraday RiskXposure (“RiskXposure” or “RX”). 
RiskXposure is an innovative, patent-pending system (USPTO Pub. No.: 20050203825 - Financial Data 
Processing System) that enables clearing firms to comply with the SEC Order to "utilize a risk 
management tool that monitors the acceptable levels of credit and risk exposure for correspondent firms." 
RiskXposure provides better management and monitoring of acceptable levels of intraday credit and risk 
exposure for correspondents by uniquely aggregating, analyzing and processing execution messages 
from each of the liquidity destinations (e.g., NASDAQ, NYSE, INET, BRUT, ARCA, etc.) throughout the 
trading day. In addition to providing nearly 100% market coverage, RiskXposure also: (1) imports clients' 
positions - the only way to calculate real Profit & Loss and to assess real risk within the context of 
correspondents' holdings; (2) generates intraday reports on securities analysts say to watch - 
RiskXposure is the only system that provides information on current holdings - opening positions plus 
intraday trades, so reports have real, actionable value to risk managers - should a client already have a 
position in, or the millisecond a client takes a position in, a flagged security then risk managers are 
alerted; (3) supports "what-if" modeling - RiskXposure is the only system that enables risk managers to 
search for correspondents holding a particular security intraday and model price movement by an 
estimated percentage to highlight those that could be in trouble if such price movement were to occur; 
and (4) can store historical data and provide research and reporting tools to support trend analysis, 
verification of third party transaction fees and response to regulatory inquiries and audits. 



  
In March 2005, NASDAQ announced new port fees for NASDAQ and BRUT which made the cost of 
acquiring execution data necessary to support alternative intraday risk systems in FIX 
format economically prohibitive. This pricing generated adverse public reaction (e.g., Securities Industry 
News ran a story entitled Nasdaq: Mixed Message on Connectivity stating that NASDAQ might have "...a 
nasty April Fools' Day surprise for some correspondent clearers ..." - see 
http://securitiesindustry.com/midweek.cfm?articleid=15188). NASDAQ subsequently informed FTEN that 
it had not contemplated the impact of port pricing changes on FTEN’s Intraday RiskXposure offering since 
no one else uses execution messages in the novel and unique way that FTEN does to provide real-time, 
cross-market intraday risk management. In fact, despite overwhelming evidence that risk management is 
a key issue facing financial services companies generally and clearing firms specifically due to their 
correspondent oversight and financial responsibilities, other than FTEN's Intraday RiskXposure offering 
there is still no third party alternative to ACT Risk Management and ACT Risk Management fails 
to provide coverage for Listed securities and covers only one-third of the OTC market. Over the ensuing 
year, NASDAQ and FTEN have held discussions regarding a variety of different ways to ensure 
continued access to execution data necessary to support alternative risk management solutions (e.g., 
ensuring continued access to execution messages in CTCI format), although it is important to note that 
NASDAQ data is only a minority of the data relevant to comprehensive real-time management of cross-
market intraday credit and exposure risk. 
  
Proposed New Pricing for CTCI Connectivity  
  
The proposed new pricing for CTCI connectivity set forth in SR-NASD-2006-026 and SR-NASD-2006-027 
may make sense in the context of broker-dealers and clients who want access to execution messages for 
their own purposes. However, in the context of clearing firms who have an affirmative obligation to 
manage the risk and trading activities of their correspondents, the proposed pricing creates an inherent 
conflict of interest since clearing firms must “monitor the trading activities and risk exposures of their 
correspondent firms, either by using the ACT risk management program, or another risk management tool 
comparable to ACT's risk management program” and comparable alternative systems require access 
to the very data which is the subject matter of SR-NASD-2006-026 and SR-NASD-2006-027. Other 
liquidity destinations either charge clearing firms nothing for this data or only charge minimal fees to cover 
the actual cost of providing the data. Execution messages for NASDAQ affiliates are no longer 
available on economically viable terms in FIX format and the proposed pricing set forth in SR-NASD-
2006-026 and SR-NASD-2006-027, if not carefully defined, could make the only remaining format in 
which such data is provided, CTCI, uneconomical as well. We believe clearing firms should be entitled to 
this data on fair and equitable terms so they can exercise their option to use an alternative intraday risk 
management system and comply with the SEC Order. It should also be noted that in the context of 
clearing firms, the data in question reflects trades done by their correspondents for which the clearing 
firms are ultimately financially responsible, the details of which they are legally entitled to and copies of 
which they already receive the next day from the National Securities Clearing Corporation without 
additional charge. Therefore, the provision of this very same data to clearing firms in real-time as 
necessary to support alternative intraday risk systems should be provided to them for only the 
incremental cost of providing it in real time, a requirement easily and cost effectively met with the 
commodity information technologies readily available today. 
 
Having previously increased the fees for execution messages provided in FIX format (see 
http://securitiesindustry.com/midweek.cfm?articleid=15188 referenced above), the proposed price 
changes set forth in SR-NASD-2006-026 and SR-NASD-2006-027 would correlate fees charged 
for execution messages provided in the only other available format, CTCI, to the number of "Stations" 
involved without including a precise definition of "Station." This proposed terminology makes sense only 
to the extent the term "Station" is defined to refer to a permissible user of data versus the number of 
parties for whom data is provided. Such an interpretation would be consistent with the idea that the data 
actually belongs to the clients who originate and pay for trades and clearing firms who are ultimately 
financially responsible for the trades. In the current technology environment there is relatively minimal 
cost associated with providing this data on a real time basis. Though clearing firms will obviously require 
larger data communication “pipes” to provide relevant data for multiple clients on a real time basis, the 



incremental cost should be de minimus and should only relate to the actual cost of transmitting more 
packets of information. If the current proposal is to be primarily based on the definition of the word 
“Station,” the term should be defined to refer to a permissible user of data versus the number of parties 
for whom data is provided. For example, with regard to a broker-dealer each "Station" should encompass 
data associated with a Market Participant ID (“MPID”) that the broker-dealer owns, but with regard to a 
clearing firm a "Station" should encompass data associated with all MPIDs for which the clearing firm 
provides clearing services. If the word “Station” were to be defined otherwise (e.g., if the term were 
defined in the context of clearing firms such that each correspondent of the clearing firm would equal a 
“Station”), then there would be no economic means to provide third party risk analysis systems as data 
fees would have to be paid for hundreds if not thousands of clearing firm correspondents. Surely this 
cannot be the result intended by allowing NASDAQ affiliates to charge for data on trades originated by 
clients who have already paid for the trades and the reporting and administrative costs associated with 
such trades and with respect to which clearing firms are ultimately financially responsible. 
 
Conclusion 
  
FTEN, Inc. respectfully requests that proposed SR-NASD-2006-026 and SR-NASD-2006-027 be modified 
such that the term "Station" is clearly defined specifically within the context of clearing 
firms to refer only to the cost of bandwidth necessary to transmit real time execution messages for all 
correspondents of a clearing firm, bearing in mind that this data belongs to the originators of these trades 
and is being used to provide alternative and more inclusive intraday risk management so that alternative 
comparable intraday solutions remain available “to ensure that all NASD clearing members retain the 
ability to monitor the trading activities and risk exposures of their correspondent firms.” 
 


